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A B S T RAe T
The objective of this dissertation is to develop a
method which can be used to determine deformations and
stresses in a rectangular plate simply supported along
its four edges and loaded into the elastic-plastic range
under the combined action of lateral pressure and axial
compression.
A deflection function(in z~direction)of the form
w(x,y) = w cosTIXcos~ is first assumed. This function
o a -0-
is substituted into the first differential equation of
von Karman's large deflection theory to determine the dis-
placement functions in the x~ and y-directions. It is
assumed that these three functions (in x~, y- and z~direc-
tions) are approximately correct and thus applicable in
the elastic-plastic range. With this assumption, W
o
becomes the only parameter defining the displacement of a
point in both the elastic and the elastic-plastic ranges.
By the application of the principle of ,minimum potential
energy in conjunction with the secant modulus deformation
theory of plastic stress-strain relations, the relationship
between the deflection parameter W
o
and the loading, which
.•
.,
•
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includes axial compr~ssion and lateral pressure, is estab-
lished. This relationship involves a very complicated
integral. Analytical solution is impossible except in the
r.~ I
elastic range. A numgerical integration method using
Simpson's rule is applied in the elastic-plastic range.
When a sufficient number of calculations are made
using the above method, a graphical procedure can be used
to construct load-deflection curves for different load
. '
combinations. By extending the load-deflection curves to
the ultimate condition, the ultimate strength of the pla~e
under combined loading can be determined •
Methods to incorporate the effects of the initial
deformation and the residual stresses into the analysis
are discussed.
An ultimate strength analysis of a square pla~e with
a plate slenderness ratio of 60 is, performed as an example
to illustrate the complete process of analysis and to
demonstrate the effect of lateral pressure on the ultimate
strength of a plate under combined loading.
d'
The method of analysis presented is subject to the
limitation that no reversal of the intensity of strain in
••
•
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the plastic range may take 'place. However, if the
analysis is applied to a case in which such reversal of
the intensity of strain exists the results will be con-
servative.
"I '
•., .
..
1.1 Problem Statement
In many structural problems such as, for example,
design of ships, the analysis of deformations and
stresses in rectangular plates subjected to various
loading conditions is of primary importance. The load~
ing condition on a rectangular plate may be any of the
following three types:
(1) Lateral loading - loading normal to the plane
of the plate,
(2) Axial loading - loading in the plane of the
plate, and
(3) Combined axial and lateral loading.*
In ship structures, for example, plating of a submarine
may be considered to be predominantly under lateral load-
ing. The deck plating of a surface vessel under sagging
moment and the bottom plating under hogging moment are
examples of loading types (2) and (3), respectively •
* Hereafter the combined axial and lateral loading will be
called "combined loading" where there is no possibility
of confusion.
- 4 -
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These three types of loading are illustrated in Fig.
1.1.
In structural mechanics these three types of load-
ing, depending on the intensity, lead to three different
types of problems, namely, a bending problem, a buckling
problem (or bifurcation problem), and a stability problem.
Both bending and buckling problems of rectangular
plate'S have been investigated extensively in the elastic
range. In the plastic range, evidently inspired by the
great success in the plastic analysis of beams and
frames~1)(2)* attempts have been made to predict, the
ultimate strength of rectangular plates under lateral
loading by means of simple plastic theory~3)(4) Although
the ,plastic analysis of rectangular plates as presented
in Refs. (3) and (4) does not predict the actual ultimate
."
strength of the plates, due to the significant influence
(5) (6)
of membrane stresses, ,._,the estimated ultimate strength
may be regarded as a sort of deflection criterion for the
limit of usefulness of the structure~4) The buckling
strength of rectangular plates in the strain-hardening
* Numbers in the parentheses refer to references given at
the end of the dissertation .
••
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range has been solved by many investigators using differ-
ent plasticity theories. Summaries of work on the plastic
buckling of plates are given in Refs. (7), (8), and (9) .
The problem of rectangular plates under combined
axial and lateral loading has been solved in the elastic
range using the small deflection theory. According to
this theory, it was found that the stability load of a
rectangular plate corresponds to its buckling load. This
elastic stability load, however, is not the true ultimate
load in general, because near the ultimate value in-
elastic action appears and influences the behavior of
the plate. Also, deflections may become so large as to
invalidate the assumption of small deflections.
Conceivably, the application of combined axial and
lateral loading can be achieved in three different sequences.
First, both axial and lateral loads may be applied simul-
taneously from zero to their respective full values while
keeping a constant ratio between them. This is the so-
called proportional loading. Secondly, lateral load may
be applied to its full value. After this, axial load is
applied gradually from zero to its full value while the
..
..
..
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lateral load is kept constant. Finally, axial load may
be first applied to its full value; then lateral load
is applied gradually from zero to its full value while
the axial load is kept constant.
The last sequence of load application is used to
illustrate the behavior of a rectangular plate under
combined axial and lateral loading. Referring to Fig.
1.2 and assuming at present that no buckling occurs prior
to the application of lateral pressure, the center deflec-
tion of the plate w increases with gradual increase in
o
lateral pressure q. Notice that the center deflection
has been nondimensionalized by dividing w by the plate
o .
thickness h. When the load-deflection curve reaches
point A, the deflection becomes so large that the linear
small deflection theory no longer applies. With further
increase in q point B will be reached at which the;stress
at the most highly stressed point in the plate reaches
the elastic limit of the material. From then on the
slope of the load-deflection curve lessens owing to local
decrease in the flexural rigidity of the plate due to
partial plastification. If the loading process is con-
tinued, point C will be finally reached after which an
..
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increase in q is no longer possible. An increase in wo/h
must be accompanied by a decrease in q in order to satisfy
equilibrium. The load at point C is the ultimate strength
of the plate. The magnitudes of wo/h and q corresponding
to point C depend on the dimensions of the plate and may
be of considerable magnitude. The above discussion shows
that, in general, an elastic-plastic analysis is needed
lin order to predict the load-deflection relations near the
ultimate load with sufficient accuracy. Although this
example is based on the third loading sequence, the dis-
cussion and the conclusion applies equally well to the
other loading sequences.
In spite of the necessity for using an elastic-plastic
analysis of rectangular plates under combined loading, a
literature survey revealed that at present no such method
of analysis is available.
The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a
method which can be used to analyze the deformations and
stresses in a rectangular plate simply supported along its
four edges and loaded into the elastic-plastic range under
the combined action of lateral pressure and axial compres-
sion.
•-9
1.2 Review of Literature
The differential equation of the deflection surface
for small deflection elastic bending of plates under com-
bined axial and lateral loading was derived by Saint
Venant in l883~10)
(1.1)
..
..
The solution of this equation for simply.~upported
rectangular plates in the form of Navier's double trig-
onometric series can be found in Ref .. (10). Solutions
in the form of Levy's simple series were obtained by
(11)Conway for simply supporteq rectangular plate under
uniformly distributed lateral loading and axial compres-
sion in one direction, Nx ' and by Morse and Conway(12) for
a similar case with equal axial compression in two direc-
tions, Nx = Nyo The case of a clamped rectangular plate
subjected to uni~ormly distributed lateral loading and
. (13)forces in its plane was obtained by Chang and Conway
by the so-called Marcus' method o Timoshenko used an
energy method to solve the case of simply supported
rectangular plates under various types of combined axial
(10)
and lateral loading 0
..
..
..
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It is to be recalled that in deriving the differ-
ential equation for small deflections, Eq. (1.1), it
was assumed that although the plate deflection is small
enough such that the stretching of the middle plane due
to bending may be disregarded, it ~s still large enough
so that the effect of axial forces on the bending should
be taken into account. If the deflections of a plate is
not small, the assumption of no stretching of the middle
plane holds only if the deflection surface is a develop-
able surface. Thus, in general, when plate deflection
becomes larger the stretching of the middle plane and
hence the effect of the membrane stresses should be con-
sidered.
A simplified large deflection solution of thin
plates was first obtained by F~ppl(14) in 1907. He assumed
that the bending stresses are small in comparison with the
membrane stresses and therefore negligible. Thus the
problem was reduced essentially to the problem of the
deflection of a flexible membrane. The problem of a
laterally loaded rectangular membrane was solved approxi-
mately by Hencky~15) using the method of finite differ-
ences. A similar problem for a square membrane was solved
" (16)
by A. and L. Foppl, by means of the Ritz Method.
•-11
(17)
Wallin gave an approximate solution, also by the Ritz
, .
Method, for the problem of large deflections of a non-
linear elastic rectangular membrane hinged at the edges
and loaded by a uniformly distributed lateral loading.
The general large deflection theory of thin plates w~s.
formulated by von Karman(18) in 19100 Von Karman con-
sidered the effect of both bending stresses and membrane
stresses and obtained a set of two nonlinear fourth-order
partial differential equations as follows:
where F is a stress function defined by
(1 0 2)
(1.3)
N =h (/F
x oj.2, (104)
Equations (1 02) and (103) may be regarded as the most
general differential equations for thin plate deflection
because both Saint Venant's small deflection equation and
Fgpp1's membrane deflection equation can be derived from
Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) by incorporating proper condition~
•-12 .
namely, no membrane effect for the former case and no
bending effect (D = 0) for the latter case.
The differential equations, Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3)
together with a set of boundary conditions completely de-
fine the problem of large deflections of a plate as a
boundary value problem. In genera1~ the exact solution
of the problem is extremely difficult. For, practical
purposes! it is therefore necessary to apply approximate
methods.
A review of solutions of plate problems with large
deflections was given by wang~19) For rectangular plates,
solutions have been achieved by three methods, namely,
energy method, finite difference method, and Fou~ier series
method. Way (20) used the Ritz Method to solve the def1ec-
tion of uniformly loaded clamped rectangular plates. The
same method was used by Bengston(21) to attack the problem
of rectangular plates with simply supported or clamped
edges, under combined axial and lateral loading. A finite
difference procedure was used by wang(19) to solve the
problem of rectangular plates with various boundary condi-
tions under either lateral pressure or combined axial and
lateral loading. Similar problems were solved by Levy and
III
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others (22) (23)(24) (25) by means of Fourier series. Their
solutions are theoretically exact. But, in practice, for
any special case of loading and bou~dary conditions, only
an approximate numerical solution using a series with a
limited number of terms can be obtained.
The analysis of post-buckling behavior of rectangular
plates is closely related to the large deflection theory
of plates. In this category the following names should
be mentioned~ Schnaael, Timoshenko, Cox, Marguerre. A
. f k b h . . t . b Bl' h(7)rev~ew 0 wor y t ese ~nvest~ga ors was g~ven y e~c.
It was found(9) that Marguerre's analysis correlated very
well with the results of experiments by Lahde and Wagner.
In his analysis of the effective width of plates, Marguerre(26)
assumed a deflection function w(x,y) with some unknown para-
meters which was substituted into the first partial differ-
ential equation of von Karman's large deflection theory,
Eq. (1.2). This equation was solved to obtain the stress
function and hence the stresses in terms of the unknown
parameters. Marguerre, then, calculated the potential
energy of the system from these stress expressions. Finally,
the unknown deflection parameters were determined by mini-
mization of the potential energy.
••
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Marguerre's theory was later extended by Bleich(7)
to analyze plates under axial compression and lateral
pressure. Burghgraef(27) modified Bleich's analysis to
obtain a more accurate result by taking into account, in
his analysis, a higher order term which was neglected in
Bleich's analysis. He suggested that this modified theory
should be used when the maximum plate deflection exceeds
one half of the plate thickness.
It should be noted that in all the literature reviewed
up to this point, full elastic behavior was assumed. Hence,
the maximum stress in the plate must be,less than the yield
point of the material. In the following paragraphs, con-
tributions which considered either plastic or elastic-
plastic behavior or both, are reviewed.
For general plastic deformation problems, Ilyushin(28)
discussed two possible methods of solution based on a
deformation type stress-strain relationship in the plastic
range. He called these two methods the method of elastic
solutions and the variational method. In the method of
elastic solutions, the differential equations of equili-
brium are solved by an iteration procedure in which the
elastic solution is used as the first approximation. The
method essentially reduces the plastic problem to a sequence
•-15
of elastic problems. In the variational method, expres-
sions for the deflection are first assumed in terms of
some unknown parameters. These expressions are then sub-
stituted into the variational equation of equilibrium
and the unknown parameters for deflection functions are
determined. The problems of deformation of thick plates
were discussed in this paper, subsequently, to illustrate
these two methods. This analysis was limited to small
deflections. Mendelson and Mason(29) pointed out that
in a strict mathematical sense Ilyushin's method of elas-
tic solution amounts to a successive integration of a non-
linear integral equation. They solved a number of thermal
stress problems this way and indicated that the technique
could be extended to other plastic deformation problems.
1 k (6)(30)C ar son presented a theoretical study of the
elastic-plastic strength of infinitely long rectangular
plates under uniform lateral pressure. The edges of the
plates were assumed to be completely fixed, that is, no
rotation and no displacement in any direction were allowed.
The analysis of infinitely long plates avoids dealing with
the mixed elastic-plastic boundary conditions which would
invariably occur when rectangular plates of finite lengths
are analyzed. Since for infinitely long plates only a
•i '
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strip of unit width need be considered, the problem is
reduced to an analysis of a beam which has membrane stresses
in the longitudinal and the transverse directions ~f the
beam in addition to the uniformly distributed lateral load.
The analysis, although very much simplified, was still much
more complicated than the usual plastic analysis of a beam.
Clarkson's method may be applied with sufficient accuracy
to finite length rectangular plates of length-width ratio
larger than about three.
In his analysis, Clarkson solved the simplified von
Karman's large deflection plate equation by a power series
method in which he used two terms of a series to obtain
the final results. By means of direct integration of the
simplified plate deflection equation Wah(3l) succeeded in
obtaining a cl~sed form and therefore exact solution for
deflections, residual deflections, residual membrane ten-
sions, etc., for the same problem" The general approach
used by Wah is that of Clarkson 9 s. Young(5) studied the
behavior of ship plating loaded beyond the elastic limit.
In his theoretical study based on the concept of simple
plastic theory he also analyzed infinitely long rectangular
plates, thus his analysis may be considered as an extension
of Clarkson's work. 'Young' considered the effect of plastic
••
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stretching of the membrane at plastic hinges which was
neglected in Clarkson's work. He also extended the analysis
into the range after the formation of a plastic hinge at
the center. The results of experiments conducted by Young
seem to be in better agreement with his analysis than with
Clarkson's.
As mentioned previously, the post-buckling behavior
of plates is closely related to the large deflection theory
of plates and its analysis is much more complicated because
of the added nonlinearity introduced by the plastic stress-
strain relations. Mayers and Budiansky(32) succeeded in
attacking this difficult problem by means of a variational
principle of the deformation theory of plasticity in con-
junction with computations carried out on a high speed
electronic computer. They studied the post-buckling behavior
of a simply supported square plate with straight edges com-
pressed beyond the buckling load into the elastic-plastic
range. ~n their solution in order to avoid the complicated
analysis of plasticity through the thickness of the plate,
the plate w~~ assumed to consis~ of two ,stress-carry~ng (
, ':;_, t,l; e'"',. ,.-
faces only, ~hestresses.beingconstant through the thick-.
,. ". f:' •
ness of each face. The effect of finite transverse shear
stiffness was neglected. Their solution appeared to be
•..
!
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the only one available in this category of elastic-plastic
plates with large deflections at the present time •
In the previous paragraphs~ a survey of the pertinent
literature related to the problem of elastic-plastic
analysis of rectangular plates under combined axial and
lateral loading was given. It was found that no theoreti-
cal solution of the problem is available in the literature.
This review also explored some basic difficulties which
should be considered in the study of this problem.
1 .3 Approach
The method of analysis used in this dissertation is
basically an energy approach. Fundamental equations defin-
ing the problem of simply supported rectangular plates
loaded into the elastic-plastic range under combined axial
and lateral loading are formulated in Chapter 2. They are
based on the concept of large deflections and the secant
modulus deformation theory of plasticity with the provision
that no unloading~"'; in the plastic range may occur. \ In
addition to the usual boundary conditions for simple sup-
ports, that is, no deflection and no moment, the four edges
*In this dissertation, the word "unloading" designates
reversal of the intensity of strain.
••
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of the plate are assumed to remain straight during the
process of loading. The boundary conditions used in this
analysis are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.
Since the equations of equilibrium are too complicated
to be solved analytically, an approximate solution by means
of the principle of minimum potential energy is preseated
in Chapter 3. It is assumed that the displacement functions
in the elastic and the elastic-plastic ranges have the same
forms, all of them defined by a single unknown parameter.
With this assumption the laborious trial and e~ror proced-
ure necessary for the numerical minimization of an energy
!'
integral is avoided. Even with this simplification, the
amount of computation involved is tremendous. Therefore
it is necessary to use a digital computer. A graphical
procedure by which different typ~s of load-deflection curves
can be constructed is also presented in Chapter 3.
An ultimate strength analysis of a simply supported
square plate is performed in Chapter 4. This example
illustrates in detail the complete process of the analysis
presented in Chapter 3 •
In Chapter 5 methods to include the effects of initial
deformation and residual stresses in the analysis are dis-
cussed.
1:...11
2. FUN DAM E N TAL E QUA T ION S o F
THE THEORY o F PLATES I N THE
E LAS TIC P LAS TIC RANGE
•
•
2.1 Basic Assumptions
Several basic assumptions are made in the derivation
of the equations which define the problem of the elastic-
plastic behavior of a plate under combined axial and lateral
loading. They are:
(1) The thickness of the plate is small compared
with its other dimensions.
(2) A normal to the middle plane before deformation
remains normal to the middle plane after deforma-
tion.
(3) The stress ~z is small compared with the other
stress components and may be neglected.
(4) The plate is perfectly plane before loading •
(5) The plate is free of residual stresses •
•-21
The second assumption is equivalent to an assumption
of zero shearing strains y and Y ~33) The second and
xz yz
the third assumptions reduce the problem to a typical plate
problem in which ~x' ~,and L are the only stress com-y xy
ponents. Cases where either assumption (4) or (5) is not
satis~ied are discussed in Chapter 5. The importance of
assumption (6) is discussed in the next article and in the
subsequent chapters.
Note that the smallness of the plate deflection is not
assumed. Consequently, the effect of the deformation of
the middle plane is taken into consideration in the deriva-
tion of the equations •
2.2 Stress-Strain Relations
In order to analyze the deformations and stresses of
a plate loaded into the elastic-plastic range it is necessary
to define the relationship between stress and strain both
in the elastic and in the plastic ranges. A stress-strain
curve obtained from a tension or compression test forms the
basis for this relationship.
Figure 2.1 shows a typical uniaxial stress-strain·
..
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curve for a strain-hardening material. In the elastic
range, . Hooke's law applies andt~e stress-strain rela-
tion is defined by
(j = E E.. (2-.1)
In the plastic r-ange the relation during .'.t:he.t.·lQ~4i·ng: ~;~,;
.process :.may; :be:exp:r:essed~:either as
() = Es ~~
or as
drr = Et E.
(2.2)
(2.3)
•
E
s
and Et are called secant and tangent moduli respectively •
They are functions of the instantaneous stress, as shown
in Fig. 2.1. For unloading, the r~lation
d()= Ed 6
holds.
(2.4)
The stress-strain relations for the plate may be
obtained from the generalization of Eqs. (2.1) through
. '. (33)(2.4). ~n the elastic range, the relations are
(7;;(. := E (tz + tJ ~) j/ - v~ (2.5)
OJ= E (~+ V Ex) (2.6)/ _ )) z
LX; -= E Yxy. (2 •.7 )2(;+ 71)
•·
•
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In the plastic range, the generalization of Eq. (2.2)
lea4s to the deformation theories of plasticity while
that of Eq. (2.3) leads to the flow theories of plasticity.
For continual loading, according to the deformation
theories, the state of strain is uniquely determined by
the state of stress. On the other hand, according to the
flow theories, the increment of strain is uniquely deter-
mined by the existing stress and the increment of stress.
For unloading, the stress-strain relations are elastic
and are the same for both types of theories. The solutions
of a plasticity problem based on these two types of theories
will, in general, result in different answers.
Many stress-strain relations of both deformation and
flow types have been developed, notably by Hencky~34)
. (35) (36) (37)Nada~, Prager, Ilyushin, and qthers. A survey
o~ literature on the stress-strain laws of the mathematical
(38)
theory of plasticity was given by Prager. In spite of
the abundance of literature on the subject, there seems
to be no definite conclusion as to what is the correct
stress-strain relation for a combined stress state in the
plastic range.
According to the flow theories, the state of strain
•depends
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on the history of loading; or conversely, the
•
•
•
state of stress on the history of deformation. Therefore,
in the analysis of a plasticity problem based on any flow
theory, it is necessary to treat the complete deformation
process as an infinite sequence of infinitesimal changes
of state. The process is obviously extremely cumbersome
except for certain special cases. This kind of difficulty
does not exist in the analysis by the deformation theories
because of their finite nature. For this reason, many
plasticity problems of structural members have been solved
by means of the deformation theories.
. (39)It has been po~nted out, however, that no plasti-
city theory of deformation type is mathematically sound
except in the case of proportional loading, that is, load-
ing in which all the stress components at a point increase
proportionally during the entire loading process.*
Ilyushin(40) showed that under proportional loading the
deformation theories agree with the flow theories. However,
this statement of the mathematical unsoundness of deforma-
tion theories is inadequately supported by experimental
evidence. For example, the problem of plastic buckling of
plates is one of the few special cases where the flow
*This is a more general definition of proportional loading
than the one given in Art. 1.1.
••
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theories may be efficiently applied. It is necessary to
consider only one infinitesimal deformation increment
from the original straight configuration in order to obtain
the buckling load. Furthermore, since the loading process
is obviously not proportional in this case, presumably
flow theories would give more accurate results. Neverthe-
less, the results of plastic buckling tests on aluminum
plates were well correlated by the deformation theories
and showed no resemblance to the prediction by a flow
theory~4l) The requirement of proportional loading for
the mathematical soundness of deformation theories was
. (42)
recently investigated by Bud~ansky. He indicated that
deformation theories may be used for a range of loading
paths other than proportional without violation of general
requirements for the soundness of the theory. The permis-
sible deviation from proportional loading was shown to be
greater for lower strain-hardening rates of the uniaxial
stress-strain curve.
From the above discussion it can be concluded that
there is apparently no objection to applying either of
the theories.
In this dissertation the secant modulus deformation
.....
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theory is used for the stress-strain relations in the
plastic range since it leads to an easier and manageable
procedure of analysis.
The concept of the intensities of stress and strain
which plays an important role in defining the stress-a,train
relations for the combined stress state in the ~lastic
(34)
range was developed by Hencky. In a stress state .de-
fined by ~x' ~ and lxy' the expressions for the
intensities of stress and strain are
•
(2.8)
(2.9)
•
0-. may be considered as an equivalent tensile stress pro-
~
ducing the same strain E. as the combined stresses cr ,
~ ( x
~ y and Lxy'.' Ill' the case of a i;uniaxial stress state,
the above expressions reduce to the actual stress and
strain. Mathematically, it can be shown that the squares
of ~i and £i are related by constant factors respectively
to the second invariants of the stress and strain devia-
tions. In fact, if a-o is the yield stress of the material,
the condition Cli = ~o expresses the well known Mises
8
yield condition J 2 = k
2
where J 2 is the second invariant
..
•
•
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of stress deviation and k is the yield stress in simple
shear.
.\, .
The secant modulus deformation theory used in this
dissertation is based on the following assumptions:
(1) The material is incompressible in both the
elastic and plastic rangeso (Poisson 8 s ratio
is equal,to 1/20)
(2) The material is isotrQpic so that the directions
of the principal strains coincide with the direc-
tions of the p+incipal stresses o
(3) The stress deviation is proportional to the
strain deviation 0 '
(4) During the process of loading the intensity of
stress ~i is a uniquely defined function of the
intensity of strain Eio
Assumptions (2) and (3) give
•
OZ - ,S
€ - ez
OJ - s
e.-e
'Y
a cons'tant
where' sand e are the mean normal stress and the mean
normal strain, respectively 0 Knowing that e equals zero
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by virtue of assumption (1), the solution ofEqo (2 0 10)
gives~
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
Substituting Eqso (2011) through (2013) into Eqo (208)
and applying Eqo (209)~ the value of the constant K is
found to be'
•
z 0--:K=---A,
..3 (;.
A"
(2.14 )
•
According to assumption (4) there is a definite relation
between ()i and Eio Furthermore~ sin.ce the theory should
be applicable to any ,plane stat~ of stress including the
uniaxial state of stress~ the relation between (). and 6i
~ ,
is defined by the stress~strain curve of the material under
a uniaxial state of stress 0 Accordingly, ~i/ f i ' is the
secant modulus Es of the material as indicated in Fig o 2010
The stress-strain relations according to the secant modulus
•
deformation theory are, therefore~
0;; = ; Es (exT f eJ)j
OJ = ~ Es (c; T i Ex))
/
'Dj = 2: Es Yxy.
(2 015)
(2.16)
(2017 )
. '''.
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In the elastic range Es = E, thus Eqs. (2 0 15) through
(2.17) reduce to Eqs. (2.5) through (2.7) with 1) = 1/2.
The fact that the same relation between (J'i and Ei holds
for different states of stress, such as tension~ compres-
sion, bending, torsion and others was experimentally proven
by ROB and Eichinger~43) and others.
It should be noted that·~Eqs.(2.l5) througll (2017)
apply to the loading process only. For unloading the
relation between ~i and Ei is elastic. Thus
= E (2.18)
•
..
The analysis of stress and strain in the unloading process
requires the knowledge of the history of deformation. The
advantage of using deformation theories ~s lost when the
problem involves unloading. In this dissertation it is
assumed that no unloading in the plastic range takes place o
Although in the previous paragraphs the material was
assumed to exhibit strain-hardening properties, the
validity of the theory for an elastic-perfectly plastic
material is obvious. It is to be noted,~owever, that in
this case, the unique relationship holds only when stresses
are defined as functions of strains. If~ for some specific
•-30
problems, it is absolutely necessary to define strains as
functions of stresses» the stress=strain curve for an
elastic-perfectly plastic material may be approximated
by Ramberg and Osgood 8 s (44). ,nondimensionalized three-
parameter formula of stress-strain curves with a large
exponential constant n~
Et.i 0-: 3 ( 0;. )n
-- =._-+ ---
0-;,7 a-:.7 7 0-:.7 )
(2019 )
...
wh~re ~0.7 is a secant yield stress corresponding to the
intersection of the stress-strain curve and a secant of
0.7 E, and n is a shape parameter describing the curva-
ture of the knee of the stress-strain curve.
2.3 Equilibrium of a Plate Element
An element of a plate under the combined action of
axial and lateral loading is shown in Fig. 2020 The exter-
nal forces and moments acting on this element satisfy the
following six equilibrium conditions:
(2020)
* L Mz is to be interpreted as the summation of moments
about the z-axis. The other five,LFx » etc o» should beinterpreted similarlyo
••
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(2021) /---
(2022) i.-/
(2023)
(2024 )
(2025 )
The last three equations may be combined into one by sub-
stituting into Eqo (2025) the results of differentiation
with respect to y and x, respectively of the e~pressions
for Qy and Qx in Eqso (2023) and (2024)0 Thus
Detailed derivation of the above equations can be found
in any standard text book on theory of plate"s, such as
.'
Ref 0 (10) 0
The forces and moments are related. to stresses in
the following manner~
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w
,
A
IV::; =j"'{X; <1:4,
~
h
t1 =j~ov g ciZx x· ,
_!!..
~
(2.27 )
(2.28)
(2.29)
"(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
•
For the analysis of stresses and deformations in the
plate, it is necessary that the stress-strain relations as
well as the strain-displacement relations be known. The
stress-strain relations are given in the preceding article,
Art. 2.2. Considering the effect of large deflections the
(2.33)
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(2.34 )
(2035 )
•
The last terms in each of the above expressions represent
the bending strains» while all the other terms represent
the membrane (or in~p1ane) strains. -When only small deflec-
tions are considered, the second term in Eqso (2.33) and
(2.34) and the third term in Eq. (2035) disappear •
In the elastic range» it is possible to obtain equa-
ti~ns defining the relationship between external loads
on the plate and lateral displacement w.
In the case of large deflections a superscript m is
used to denote the in-plane part of a quantity such as 6
or ~o Then a definite compatibility condition exists
Y~y as follows ~
(2036)
This equation together with Eqso (2.21) and (2022) lead to
an expression
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(102)
where F is a stress function defined by
(2037 )
Applying a series of substitutions, Eqo (2026) can be trans-
formed into the following form~
(1 0 3)
•
Equations (102) and (1 03), together with a proper set of
boundary conditions define the boundary value problem of
a thin plate with large deflections o The solution of this
boundary value problem will furnish functions F and w from
which all the stress components at any point in the plate
can be found o These two equations, Eqso (1 0 2) and (103)
were originally derived by von Karmanf~8) If the deflec-
tion is small, the membrane effect may be neglectedo In.
this case, Eqso (2021) and (2022) are either identically
satisfied or readily solved ~ince the lateral deflection
w does not enter the expression for Nx ' ~, and Nxyo
Equation (2026) will have the form
(1 0 1)
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4 / o,"?lj 'O'-t':.r. Al ~Y )V uJ =. D (j- + Nx (}X"Z + tj OJ£ -+ 2 IV:) OZ'1 . •
In the plastic range~ the nonlinearity of the stress~
strain relations comes into pictureo It is necessary to
replace the modulus of elasticity in the equations defining
the stress-strain relations, Eqso (205) through (207) by
the proper secant modulus which is no longer constant o
As discussed in Arto 202~ the secant modulus at a general
point in the plastic body is a function of the intensity
of strain (or intensity of stress)o The expression for
the intensity of strain is a very complicated one o Thus,
Eqso (2027) through (2032) can not be readily integrated
and their substitution into Eqso (2021») (2 022) and (2026)
results in integro-differential equations of a very compli=
cated form o
204 Assumed Boundary Conditions
The behavior of a rectangular plate ~nder the action
of axial- and lateral loading is very much influenced by
the conditions of support along the four boundaries o For
tbe present problem~ the two parallel sides along which the
axial force is applied are defined as the loaded edges and
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the other two sides, the side edges. This is shown in
Fig. 2.3 together with the coordinate system used.
In this analysis all four sides are assumed to be
simply supported as far as the bending action is concerned.
The boundary conditions can be expressed mathematically as
follows:
For loaded edges: 0-x = +-
- 2-
In-plane part: (independent of z)
u.(:± ~ ,J) = c.onst-anf} (2.38)-
'[111 (+~ j) = O. (2.39), -z)
Bending part:
a.. (2.40)(jJ(iz,j)= 0,
t1X(:i:~/J)= 0 (2.41)
For side edges: J= -+--!?-- z
In-plane part~ (independent of z)
c.onslo/?f, (2.42)
'7'711 (-v T b) _ 7,lll (7 + J,) = o.t-yA-) -T - <-X; -<-I - Z
Bending part~
lif(::£, i~) = 0,
Hy(x, !. ~) = o.
(2.43)
(2.44 )
(2.45 )
.,
f
\
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Logically, the boundary conditions designated as
"iIi-plane part" are to be used in the solution of the in-
plane equilibrium equation and the boundary conditions
designated as "bending part" are to be used in the solu-
tion of bending equilibrium equation. For the elastic
small deflection theory these two equations are completely
independent. Therefore, they can be solved separately
with comparative ease using the proper set of boundary
conditions. For the elastic large deflection theory these
two equations are interrelated as indicated by--'-the tw~
partial differential equations, Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) •
Although these two equations can not be solved individually,
the physical meaning of the different sets of boundary
conditions as distinguished by "in-plane" and "bending"
still applies. It is also to be noted, that Eqs. (2.38)
and (2.42) assume that the straightness of the four edges
is preserved after the deformation.
The boundary conditions together with the equilibrium
conditions presented in Art. 2.3 complete the formulation
of the problem of the general elastic=plastic analysis of
a thin plate subjected to combined action of axial and
lateral loading.
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205 Energy Integral and Potential Energy of the System
The strain energy per unit volume stored in a small
element dxdydz in a plate due to certain external loads may
be expressed as follows~
In the elastic range, the result of integration will
lead to the familiar expression
. .
From the definitions of the intensities of stress and strain
one obtains
(2048)
This can be proved by direct substitution using equations
According to this equation strain energy per unit volume
at a point is a uniquely defined function of the intensity
of strain if unloading in the plastic range does not take ,- ....
place 0 The strain energy for the plate as a whole is
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(2.50)
•
Potential energy of the system depends on the base
about which the potential is measured. If the original
unrestrained state is taken as the zero base, then the
potential energy of the system under combined axial and
lateral loading is
tl J, 1. .£
11"= U - ! f};-(XjJ"XcIj- 2LI(~0'; )"-'14.<
-z .2 ~ ~
a. II'
-.zlZ;- (tp Vi dx42. (2.51)
~ ~
The negative signs in front of ~ and a-:: are needed
x y
because tensile stresses are assumed positive, while ue
and ve ' edge displacements in x- and y-directions, are
assumed positive when they cause the plate to shorten.
The quantities appearing in Eq. (2.51) are illustrated in
Fig. 2.4. If tt is assumed that the edge displacements
are applied first and stay constant afterwards, then the
potential energy of the system, taking the state after the
application of full edge displacements and before the
application of lateral loading as the zero base, becomes
••
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" ;
IT ~ U - u.. - ! {4:rex,jJdX"j. (2.52)
Here, Ua represents the strain energy due to edge dis-
placements only, as compared to total strain energy Uo
In the mathematical theory of elasticity, the "Theorem
of Minimum Potential Energy" may be stated as follows~ (45)
"Of all displacements satisfying the given
boundary conditions those which satisfy
the equilibrium equation make the potential
energy an absolute minimum o"
It is to be noted that in this theorem, the linearity of
stress-strain relations, that is, the Hooke's law, and
the principle of superposition, are not assumed$46) Thus,
in the plastic range, when the secant modulus deformation
theory is used, the theorem holds as long as unloading is ~
notpermittedo The applicability of the theorem to the
present problem can be further assured by the fact that
the minimization of potential energy expressionlT, Eqo
(2051) or Eqo (2052) will lead to the differential equa-
tions of equilibrium and all the statically prescribed
boundary conditions o This can be shown analyticallyo The
geometrically prescribed boundary conditions must be satis-
'fied through the proper choice of the coordinate functions o
'.
3. A N A L Y SIS 0 F S IMP L Y SUP P 0 R TED
PLATES UNDER COMBINED AXIAL
AND LA T ERA L LOA DIN G
3.1 General Approach
From the mathematical point of vi~w, the analysis of
the elastic-plastic behavior of a rectangular plate under
combined loading is simply a solution of a boundary value
problem defined by the basic equations governing the dis-
placements of the plate and a suitable set of boundary
conditions. Unfortunately, as explained in Art. 2.3, owin~
to the nonlinearity introduced by the plastic stress-strain
relations and the large deflections, the governing equa-
tions are, in general, integro-differentia1 equations of
very complicated form. The boundary value problem of
large deflections of a plate in the elastic range, which
is a much simpler problem than one in the plastic range,
is still a very difficult problem for which a rigorous
solution is rarely obtainable, and approximate solutions
have been obtained only with a great amount of labor. It
is evident, therefore, that a rigorous solution of the
present problem is an impossible task, at least at the
present time.
The attempt to simplify this problem by adopting
~41-
.'
•
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the concept of small deflections fails due to the follow-
\.
ing reasons. First of all~ as discussed in Art. 1.1, the
ultimate strength of a thin plate is associated with large
deflections. Use of the small deflection theory near the
ultimate load will introduce considerable inaccuracy in
the analysis. Sec9ndly~ the elastic-plastic analysis
loses its practical significance in the small deflection
range, since for common dimensions of thin plates, little
plastification can be expected to develop in this range.
Finally, ~ven if the assumption of small deflections is
introduced, it is still necessary to carry out the analysis
which includes the in-plane force system~ with the ;result·, .
that no important simplification is achieved.
iOne of the common techniques~ in the approximate
solution of a boundary value problem in engineering mech~ics,
is the energy approach using the theorem of minimum potential
energy, the so-called Ritz Method. The usual procedure in
this method is to assume a set of deflection or displace-
ment functions with unknown parameters. These displacement
functions are selected such that all the geometrically pre-
scribed boundary conditions are satisfied. The unknown
parameters are determined by minimization of an energy
expression. Theoretically, if the selected displacement
J.
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functions/differ from the actual displacements only by the
unknown parameters, the solution is an exact one o In
practice, however, the coordinate functions which con-
stitute the displacement functions are usually limited to
a few terms of a series so that numerical calculation can
be managed with a reasonable amount of work, thus making
the solution approximateo
In the present problem a simple trigonometric func-
tion with one unknown parameter is assumed for the dis-
placement, w(x,y), in the z-direction, (more commonly
called the plate deflection) in both the elastic and elas-
tic-plastic ranges o This function is sub~tituted into the
first partial differential equation in the elastic large
deflection theory of plates derived by von Karman» Eqo(lo2)o
The solution of this equation ~ives expressions for the
other two displacement functions, u(x,y) and v(x,y)>> in
the elastic range in terms of the unknown parameter assumed
for w(x,y)o It is assumed that these displacement functions,
although obtained from the equilibrium equations in the
elastic range and hence strictly applicable only in the
elastic range, are still approxim~tely correct in the
elastic-plastic range o With this assumption all displace-
ments are determinable once the unknown parameter in w(x,y)
..
•
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is determined. By th~ application of the principl~ of
, .
minimum potential energy (see Art. 2.5) a relation between
this unknown parameter and the lateral pressure intensity
can be obtained. Except in the elastic,range» however~ it
is impossible to find the value of the unknown deflection
parameter uniquely -from the given intensity of lateral
pressure and axial compression. The procedure to be~l
followed is to assume a numerical value for the unknown
parametef and determine the corresponding lateral pressure
for a given axial compression expressed in terms' of, edge
displ~cements. When a sufficient number of calculations
have been made according to this procedure, a set of lateral
pressure versus deflection curves for different values of
edge displacements can be constructed. It 'is then possible
to obtain the deflection for a given loading from the.
deflection curves. The necessary numerical calculation
can be executed by 'a h;i;g~ speed digital computer •. ' Det~ils
of the method are presented in the subsequent articles •.
3.2 Displacement Functions
The displacement function in the z-direction(see Fig.
3.1) . w(x,y) is assumed to be
•.'
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(ff(X'J) =Uf'o co 5"";{ COS rTf : (3.1)
where Wo is the deflection at the center of the plate and
a and b are the length of the plate in the x~ and y-direc-
tions, respectively. The origin of the coordinate system
used is in the center of the plate as shown in Figo 3.1.
When Wo is known the deflection shape is completely defined o
Therefore, Wo is the unknown parameter to be determined. It
is to be noted that w(x,y) satisfies the geometrical condi-
tion of w = 0 along the edges. This same function was used
by Marguerre(26) and Mayers and Budiansky(32) in their
analyses of post-buckling strength of rectangular plates,
and by Bleich(7) in his analysis of rectangular plates under
combined axial and lateral loading in the elastic range 0
Physically the function represents the actual deflection
shape ~t the onset of buckling of an axially compressed
rectangular plate. It is assumed that this displacement
function is a good representation of the actual deflection
shape for simply supported rectangular plates under combined
loading in both the elastic and elastic-plastic ranges 0
The first differential equation of yon Karman's
-----------~-----------------------
*Because of this assumption the analysis presented in this
dissertation is necessarily restricted in its application
to rectangular platesiwhose deflected shape under combined
loading can be approximated by one half wave.
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elastic large deflection theory is
•,
(1.2)
Introducing Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (1.2)s one obtains
(3.2)
The boundary conditions to be satisfied by the stress
function Fare:
•
.... ,
U. (:t. ~ , J) = e-onsfeznf,
i m -r b) _?,m -+.!:...-) _ .f;:l (X J - T - '-AJ {:x, - .z - 0 ~
,
For convenience, define
I
U ( ±. ~, )) = i= ()e }
and
(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(3.3)
(3.4)
where ue and ve ' the edge displacements in the x~ and y-
directions s respectively, are considered positive when
causing the plate to shorten. The conditions of zero shears,
,
Eqs. (2.39) and (2.43), can be written in terms of the dis-
placements, thus
•and
oV-- / I..3... j) = 08;( L z) )
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(3.5)
(3.6)
In order to apply these boundary conditions, it is necessary
to define the displacements in terms of the stress function
F. From Eqs. (2.33) and (2034), disregarding the last term
in each equation which represents the bending effect~ the
relations between the strains and displacements are~
10'
'lit _ oU. I (Oar)-<
t ~ - oX + Z --ax )
,
I
HI '01T / ((jur)~6y = oj + T oJ '
(307)
(3.8)
(309))1) ptA. 'Q 71 'Or» 'OaTY, = dj + -ox + 'Ox 'OJ .
The two dimensional stress~strain relations for an incom-
pressible elastic material are~
/"m. / (m I "I)
c x = E ~ -~ 5 )
6/'t = _1_ (rJ:':11l- _I ~m.)J EJ.z X)
yfll .3 ",11l
'J = E ly ~
The definition of F gives
(3010)
(3.11)
(3012)
•
(2037 )
Combining these equations, relations between displacements
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u, v, and the stress function F are obtained~
•..
(3.14)(}7T __/ (tJ'F _.-!- Q<-F) _.J.... ( gttJ)-t-
'Jj - E ~::« -< QJ<- __ < 1 .
With the knowledge of Eqso (3 013) and (3014), the solution
of the differential equation, Eqo (302) which satisfies the
four boundary conditions, Eqso (303) through (306) yields*
·F = - EtJ: [{~)Z <:-os zTrX + (.l-l-co~ .<7T!J J.
3<: b tl ()... b
_ ...1:.L [~ . "lie _ 7TzW;Z(_1 + _'_)] t«
.3 tL + <.b /6 a' <-!J?- _ J. (3.15)
Using Eqo (3 015), Eqso (3013) and (3014) are now integrated
to give the expressions for displacement functions u(x,y)
and v(x,y):
(3 0 16)
<. b<. .<vJ
,/'-" = _ .z7Je 1/ Ttl!; (7 __ ) sin-- +
v b J + 3~ b ~ a..~ b
~
7TtP.
/1, b
. :nrJ .2TrX
:YIn -- '--oS --b a..-)
(3.17 )
..
f'
The displacement functions u(x,y) and v(x,y) obtained
in this manner are mathematically exact -in the elastic range
*A detailed derivation of Eqo (3.15) is given in Appendix Ao
••
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for the assumed w(x,y). As discussed previously, the same
w(x,y) is assumed in the elastic-plastic range. It is
impossible, however, to obtain the expressions for u(x,y)
and v(x,y) in the elastic-plastic range in the similar
manner. However, since the deformation process as well as
the progress of plastification is a very gradual one, and
since the elastic-plastic displacement functions reduce
to the elastic expression, Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), when
the material is perfectly elastic, it is natural to assume
that the same general coordinate functions may be used in
the displacement functions in the elastic-plastic range •
Thus u(x,y) and v(x,y) may be written as
(3.19)
..
in the elastic-plastic range, where ul ' ui' vland v2 are
unknown parameters to be determined along with the para-
meter Wo in the w(x,y) expression by the energy principle.
ue and ve are the edge displacements which are given for
a specified problem except in those cases in which an
additional restraint may control the value of ve • The
simultaneous determination of five or six unknown para-
meters in the elastic-plastic range by the minimization
,.
I
c/
."
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process, however, leads to a complex problem o In the
elastic range, the problem reduces to a)solution of five
or six simultaneous linear algebraic equations which can
be handled without too much difficultYo In the elastic~
plastic ranges the analytical minimization is no longer
possible and recourse must be made to a numerical procedure o
In a numerical minimization process a set of values ,is,,:
as~umed for all the unknown parameters and the numerical
value of the energy expression to be minimi~ed is computed 0
By repeating the process a sufficient number of times and '
by comparing the computed numerical values ,of the energy
expression, 'a set of unknown parameters which corresponds
to the minimum value of the energy expression is obtained 0
Although some iterative schemes are available for the
successive selection of different sets of unknown para-
meters, the process is obviously very complicated 0
In order to simplify the problem it is assumed in
this dissertation that the displacement functions u(x,y)
and v(x,y) as determined for the elastic range, Eqso(30l6)
and (3017), may be used with sufficient accuracy in the
elastic=plastic range o With this assumptio~ the number
of unknown' parameters is reduced to one, wo ' and further-
more, as will be described in the next article, it is
•,
•
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possible to obtain an expression relating the applied load
and the unknown deflection parameter through an analytical
minimization of the energy expressiono Thus a considerable
simplification of the numerical minimization process is
achieved 0
Accordingly, the displacement functions used in this
dissertation for both the elastic and elastic-plastic
ranges are as follows~
"
(-z-dey 7ruJ;,~( ti~)"'n-Z-71X ..".tr,"". <7TZ <,7TY
i{,:.._- ... + - <--b~ ~I --;;- +-- Sin -- c.oS--
a.,jGa. "\., /6a tl b)
~ 7{;( 7TJW = M va<'-rA$-
• '-',0.. '-'V b.
3 0 3 Energy Method
303 01 Fundamental Equations
The potential energy expression$ Eqo (2052) as given
in Art o 205 is
(2052 )
This expression is formed under the assumption that full
edge displacements are applied prior to the application of
lateral loading 0 The zero base of the potential is taken
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as the state when full edge displacements are already
applied, but lateral loading is still zero. The potential
energy expression» Eq. (2.51), though more general than
Eq. (2.52), cannot be readily adopted» as will be explained
in Art. 3.4.
~he principle of minimum potential energy is applied
in order to determine the value of Wo for given ue » ve and
q:
37T oU dlh
-=-----
'OtV;; d aTo () u.To (3.20)
'.
Since Ua is a function of ueand ve only, the second term
in this expression is zero. Introducing Eq. (3.1) into
Eq.(3.20) gives
'OtT
CJuJ";, -
(3.21)
Therefore
1T~ a77· .cz---f - 4 a,D atv;, •
From Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50)
. (3.22)
..
'..
(3.23)
As defined by Eq. (2.9) f i is a function of Ex' 6y and
.Y.xy • From Eqs. (2.33)· through (2.35)· it can be seen that
06 O"G2]dXdjd~
oY~ oW; .
(3.24 )
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these quantities are, in turn~ functions of u, v, and wo
By virtue of Eqso (3 016), (3 017) and (3 01), ex» t y and
~xy are also functions of woo Application of the chain
rule results in
oU -i~(f(9:'Ow ['OE.< oex -+ (6), ?J(t T
CJafo - Jb)~ ~ t.;/ ,17 E.:t 0% '06y oqfo
~4 _2 --,
~ ~ '"
i The expressions for ~ 1) Ey and Y in terms of x, y,
x xy
I
z and Wo are obtained by substituting Eqso (3 016), (3 017)
and (301) into Eqso (2033) through (2035) as follows:
.,
~-
"
(3025 )
(3026)
(3027 )
Introducing Eqso (209), (2049), (3025), (3026) and (3027)
into Eqso (3024) and taking notice of the relations
.0
and
oW
.-- ~ rr:
06, }/
- /"
0-:
_._A, = E
6. .5",
N
(3.28)
(3029)
!-
the expression for ;~ finally becomes
'J
. . <: ~
Z 7T (.<,6 .) ...,,-x· 7T!f ]
+~ a,~ +1 ~c.o5T cosT
L [-,raJ; ( ZP~<-7(.z )
+Cq. - 4·+ - +,jcos-.-
..J 4b~ a~ tt.
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...
'.
If the above integral can be evaluated,the relation between
the lateral pressure intensity q and the center deflection
Wo for a given set of edge displacements, ue and ve ' can be
established.
3.3.2 Evaluation of a Derivative of Strain Energy
The analytical integration of Eq. (3.30) is possible
in the elastic range in ~hich Es has a constant value Eo
The result of the integra.tion is substituted into Eq o' (3022)
to obtain a relationship between q and w :
o
'l. = E[_: -u4W;h (..!:!!!...) ( -<-6 -l T /) _ 7f4oJ;,/} ( ve )(<., .,. £) .
f) /zP' a. IZ~ /<..6~ b a~
(3.31)
..
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In the elastic~plastic range, however, E is not con-
s
stant but a function of coordinates x, y, and z through the
following relation~
(3.32)
This function actually is a fraction in which both the
denominator and the numerator are functions of x, y, and
z, or
o/(~, 1-~)
~. (x,j,<)
(3.33)
The expression for~i(x,y,z) can be obtained by introducing
Eqs. (3.25) through (3.27) into Eq. (2.9). With the added
complication of the square root, the resulting expression
€ i (x,y ,z) is extremely complex. Quite obviously it is
impossible to integrate Eq. (3.30) in its original form.
An attempt was made to express (/i (6i ) in terms of odd
powers of 6 i so that f i in the denominator could be can~
celled and the complete integration, though complicated,
could be performed. The expression of E, by a linear (/.1.'
1. .
term and a nth power ~i term was used by Ramberg and
(44)Osgood. _ The solution of their expression to obtain ~i
in terms of Gi was impossible because the exponent n was,
in general, a large number. A general curve-fitting method
••.
·'
I,
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was used to find the required expression o It was found
that an odd power series of two or three terms could not
properly approximate the function (J. ( 6 . ) ,andj,s-ince; the
].; ~
number of terms in the integrand increased tremendously
with each additional term, the approach was impractical o
30303 Numerical Integration Method
Since an analytical integration of Eqo (3030) in the
elastic-plastic range is impossible, a numerical integra-
tion procedure is applied 0 The steps of the procedure are
as follows:
, (1) Introduce a three dimensional grid into the
rectangular plate 0 The number of grid intervals
in each coordinate direction should be even» in
order to use Simpsonus rule in the summation
process later o Due to symmetry» it is only
necessary to consider one quarter of the rectan-
gular plate in the ana1ysiso
(2) Assume a'set of numerical values for edge dis-,
p1acementsue and ve ' and center deflection woo
'.,
•
..
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(3) Compute E , 6 , and y for each grid point
x y xy
using Eqs. (3.25) through (3.27).
(4) Compute f i for each grid point using Eq.
(2.9) •
(5) Compute E for each grid point using the
s
stress-strain curve of the material.
(6) Compute the numerical value of the integrand
in Eq. (3.30) for each grid point.
(7) Apply Simpson's rule to the three coordinate
directions in succession using the values
computed in step (6) as the ordinates. The
numerical value obtained is the required
result of the numerical integration of Eq.
(3.30) corresponding to the assumed values
After step (7), the numerical value of aU can be
oCU;
substituted into Eq. (3.22) to determine the value of q
corresponding to the assumed values of ue ' ve and woo
Since the components of strain and the secant modulus
I'
..
11
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at each grid point are known, steps (3) and (5), the
components of stress at each point as well as the axial
force on a cross· section of the. p'Late can be computed.
The computations of the stress components and the axial
force will be· described in more detail later.
Simpson's rule for irregular areas can be written
in the form
..
(5+45 -t-2S +4$ +-----...,o I ;2 ,,3
(3.34 )
•
where i is the number of equal-space intervals. The
magnitude of error associated with this approximation
is(47)
where
(3.35)
.11
•
The application of Eq. (3.34) to three coordinate direc-
tions in succession as required in step (7) may be accom-
plished in one operation using the formula
-59
a:
..
(3.36)
•
where: 1., m, n
S.emn
number of intervals in x-, y-, z-
directions, respectively,
= Simpson's coefficients as given in
it"
Eq. (3.3~) for an individual summa-
tion process in each coordinate
direction,
= numerical value of function S at a
grid location (I, m, n).
It is not absolutely necessary to use Simpson's rule
for the numerical integration of Eq. (3.30). ~s~~~~~le
~ntegration rule or formula may be used. In' that case
the; requirement of an even number of grid intervals may
be waived.
As indicated very clearly by th~ denominator in
Eq. '. (3.35), the accuracy of the nUmerical integration
depends on the number of the grid intervals used in the
•
.
,
L
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coordinate directions •. A finer grid requires more time
for calculation but results in higher accuracy. For the
example problem in Chapter 4 j it was considered that a
grid system which has six intervals in the x- and y-direc-
tions and four intervals in the z-direction would give a
reasonably accurate result. Further study is needed to
determine analytically the number of grid intervals requir-
ed for desired accuracy.
As may be easily realized, a tremendous amount of
computational work is involved in such a numerical inte-
gration process, especially when the integrand is as com-
plicated as indicated in Eq. (3.30). A trial computation
using a regular desk calculator for a grid consisting of
six intervals in the x= and y-directions and four intervals
in the z-direction (thickness) took approximately two weeks.
Therefore it is necessary to use a digital computer for the
complete calculation process. A program for a digital com-
puter is illustrated by the example in the next chapter.
3 0 3.4 Ranges of Application
It was mentioned in Art. 205 that according to the
•
•
y
•
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secant modulus deformation theory of plasticity the strain
energy at a point is a uniquely defined function of the
intensity of strain only if unloading in the plastic range
does not take place o Since the minimization of the strain
energy integral plays an important role in the method of
analysis presented in this article the method ceases to be
valid when unloading occurs o
If the applied edge displacements are moderate~ the
plate will remain in a straight configuration in the elas~
tic range o Under this condition no unloading will occur
when the lateral pressure q is applied 0
If the edge displacements are sufficiently large
and the blh ratio of the plate is also large~ then the
plate will buckle in the elastic range and deform laterallyo
The plate at this stage may still be in the elastic range»
or it may be in the elastic~plastic range~ depending on
the magnitudes of the edge displacements applied o In
either case$ since the buckling and thus the initiation of
lateral deflection started in the elastic range~ no unload=
ing in the plastic range was involved in the process o The
application of lateral pressure in the direction of buck-
ling only increases the lateral deflection and there is
/ again no unloading o
-62
In formulating the potential energy expression of
Eq. (2.52) it was tacitly assumed that the plate remains
straight under the application of edge displacements. This
l
is no longer true when buckling occurs during the process
of edge compression. Thus i~ is necessary to investigate
the validity of Eqs. (2.52) and (3.22) for this case. The
different stages of deformation throughout the complete
loading process for this case are shown in Fig o 3.2. If
the center deflection due to edge displacements is called
Weo and the total center deflection wto ' then the potential
energy of the system at stage III based on stage II, is
(3037 )
Minimizing this expression with respect to WtO '
thus
(3038)
'L- - 7T~ d Vio-I.
D - 4a. b a t<Jt.o • (3:39)
..
Since UIII- I is the total strain energy measured from the
unstrained state, it is actually the same as U in Eq. (3.22).
Similarly, Wo in Eq. (3.22) and wto in Eq. (3.39) both
represent the total center deflection of the plate measured
from the original straight configuration. Thus Eq. (3.22)
..
~
•
. .
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can be used without modification for the case in which
elastic buckling takes place during the process of edge
compression.
If the blh ratio of the plate is sufficiently small
and t4e edge displacements applied are sufficiently large,
the plate may either enter the plastic range without buck-
ling, or buckle in the plastic range and in addition show
elastic-plastic post-buckling behavior. In. the former
case, unloading will occur immediately upon application of
lateral pressure, while in the latter case unloading is
initiated when the plate buckles. Thus~ strictly speaking,
the analysis presented in this article is no longer applica-
ble for these cases. Physically, when unloading does take
place the local stiffness actually increases, since the
unloading behavior is elastic. Therefore, if the analysis
presented in this article is used for the case in which
unloading exists the result is conservative. The elastic-
plastic analysis which does not take care of unloading is
essentially a nonlinear elastic analysis.
It may be concluded, therefore, that the analysis
presented in this article is strictly applicable only to
those cases where the plate remains elastic and straight
.~
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upon application of edge displacements, or where the plate
buckles elastically during the application of edge dis-
placements 0 When the edge displacements cause either
plastic compression or plastic buckling, the analysis may
still be applied with conservative results o
3 0 4 Load-Deflection Relations
The numerica~ integration method presented in the
preceding article is an inverse procedureo The normal pro-
cedure would be to determine the plate deformation as
defined by the center deflection Wo for a given set of
, edge displacements, ue and ve ' and lateral pressure qo In
the numerical process, Wo has to be as~umedo Then with
values of ueand ve given, the corresponding q sat~sfYing--1
equilibrium can be found by integration Q If this q happens
to be the·applied q, the assumed wog~ves the correct SOlU-~ ~
tion o Otherwise a new value of Wo m~~t be assumed and the :)
trial and error method continued until the computed q an~
the applied q agreeo
The disadvantage of this inverse procedure no longer
exists when a lateral pressure q versus center deflection
'.
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Wo curve for a given set of edge displacements, ue and ve~
is required o While the resulting curve may be used to
obtain a specific Wo for a specific q» and vice versa~ the
curve it$elf is constructed by assuming a series of w 's
o
and plotting against 'them the corresponding computed q8 so
For convenience, a curve of this type is called a constant
ue ' ve (load-deflection) curve 0 As an illustration; a
group of constantue , ve curves are shown in Figo 303 0
Notice that a point in the coordinate space (wo,q), Fig o
303, is associated with a set of values of u , v , Wo ande e
q, of which the value of q is computed according to Eqo
(3022) using the given nume~ical values of ue » ve and woo
A locus of points for the same ue and ve » is a constant ue '
ve curve o
In the formulation of the potential energy integral;
-------
Eqo (2052), it was assumed that full edge displacements
were applied prior to the application of lateral,load~ and
the potential was,. m.e~~\lred using this st~ge=as~-the-zero
--
base {Art 0 20~)0 Consequently, the basic load-deflection
relation obtainable directly from the analysis present~d
in the previous articles is a set of constant ue~ ve curves
described aboveo Other types of load-deflection curves can
be constructed by a graphical procedure, which will be
•"
.
"
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discussed later 0 .
It should be noted that since the concept of large
deflect;i.ons is adopted in·the analysis, the ~pplication'
of constant edge displacements does not correspond to the
application of constant axial,forces ll Fx and Fyo In fact,'
with the edge displacements fixed~ the compressive axial
forces originally in existence because of positive edge
displacements gradually reiax due to membrane action with
the increase of lateral pressure qo The magnitudes of
axial forces for, a particular set of u " v' and w can be
e' e 0
readily computed by integrating the stresses over appro-
'priate cross sections of the plate 0 The computation of
axial forces is discussed in more detail in the following
'. articles 0 . Thus each co~bi~ation of ue ' .ve and wo ' (or
equivalently, ue ' ve and q), is associated with a set of
values· of axial forces Fxand Fy~ When convenient, the
'average axial stresses fx and fycan be used instead of
Fx and Fyo
;Extending this idea to a constant ue ' ve curve, it
is obvious that along this curve the magnitudes of F and
x
.'Fy gradually vary 0 When a sufficient number of such curves
are constructed, it is possible to obtain q versus w~
'\ / ~~
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curves for different constant values of F
x
by graphical
interpolation 0 This type of load~deflection curve is
called a constant Fx curveo For a constant Fx curve to
be physically meaningful, however, it is necessary to im-
pose an additional boundary condition concerning the value
Theoretically any condition which is acceptable
physically can be imposed 0 Two particular cases are of
interest 0 The first one is the requirement of ve = 0 0 The
other one is the requirement of Fy = 0 0 This latter condi-
tion allows overall free movement of the side edges of a
-
rectangular plate~ and is considered to represent a more
realistic simple support condition o The condition of ve=O
can be easily incorporated in the computations o The require~
ment of Fy = 0, however, necessitates a laborious ,trial pro-
cedure, except in the elastic range where Fy = 0 leads to
a definite analytic relation between ue ' ve and WOo
Actually, it is possible to write an expression for
the potential energy for the case of a constant axial
force Fx allowing the edge displacement ue to change
accordingly 0 This will be a special case of Eqo (2051)
where the axial stress ~x is not required to be constant o
In order to use potential energy in this form, however, it
.~
,
••
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would be necessary to have the expressions of ue and ve
in terms of F
x
(or f
x
) and Wo before the application of
the minimum principle o Unfortunately this is impossible
except when the four edges remai~ perfectly elastico The
present analysis, which includes the use of the potential
energy expression, Eqo (2052), and a graphical interpola-
tion process for obtaining constant Fx curves, may be
regarded as a practical alternative to a tedious trial
and error processo The technique of obtaining constant
Fx curves is illustrated in Fig o 3030 Since each point
obtained from the computation is associated with a value
of Fx , a constant Fx curve can be constructed easily by
a graphical interpolation process o
After a sufficient number of constant Fx curves are
obtained, a new type of curve defining the relation be-
tween axial force Fx and center deflection Wo for constant
intensities of lateral pressure q can be constructed o
This is done by plotting the-magnitude of the axial force
Fx against the corresponding center deflection Wo for all
of the intersection points formed by a horizontal line
representing the constant lateral pressure and a group
of constant Fx curves in the (wo ' q) coordinate plane o A
.
·"'.
•
•
•
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load-deflection curve of this type is called a constant
q curve. The construction procedure of a constant q curve
is also illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
The process of obtaining constant q load-deflection
curves (Fx versus wo) by graphical construction from a
group of constant Fx load-deflection curves (q versus wo)
implies the problem of the loading sequence in the elas-
tic-plastic range. Thus some discussion is in order.
It is a well-known fact that in the elastic range the
sequence of loading does not influence the final deforma-
tion and stress distribution. For the ultimate carrying
capacity of a pin-ended beam~column under combined bend-
ing and thrust, a theoretical analysis in which bending
is applied from zero to the full value while the pre-
applied axial force remains constant correlated very well
with the test results in which bending and axial load
were applied simultaneouSly~48)This indicates that the
manner in which the condition of instability iS,approached
apparently does not affect the ultimate load. For a beam
column under uniformly distributed load and axial compres-
, (49)
sion, it has been proved analytically that as long as
the magnitudes of the loads are the same, the beam deflec-
tion is unaffected by the loading sequence assumed, provided
••
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a unique moment-curvature relation exists. It is impor-
tant to note that the existence of a unique moment-
curvature relation requires that there is no unloading
in the plastic range or that such unloading is ignored.
No similar information is available for the problem
of plates under combined loading. However~ it can be
expected that the conclusion for the beam column problem
may be extended to the case of plates. It is also re-
called that in the derivation of the equilibrium equations
for combined loading, in Chapter 2, no assumption was
made concerning the sequence of loading. It can be
shown rigorously that the minimization of the potential
energy expression Eq. (2.52) will lead to the equilibrium
equations. Since the analysis presented in the previous
articles is based on the minimization of Eq. (2.52), the
;
approach is basically the satisfaction of the equilibrium
equations and thus the sequence of loading is not influen-
tial.
Although no analytical proof is offered, it may be
\
stated in conclusion that the graphical process of obtain-
ing constant q load-deflection curves from a group of" con-
stant Fx load-deflection curves is justifiable,provided
••
!
•
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that no unloading in the plastic range takes place anywhere
in the plate o
It is to be noted that by extending either the con-
stant Fx load-deflection curves or constant q load-deflec-
tion curves to the ultimate condition it is possible to
determine the ultimate strength oLrectangular plates
under combined loading o
305 Computation of Stresses
The three components of strain at a point in a plate
can be easily computed by means of Eqso (3025) through
(3027) once a set of edge displacements ue,ve and center
deflection wo is given. W~th the strain components known,
the intensity of strain, Eqo (2.9) can be computed. The
secant modulus at the point is then·found from the given
stress-strain curve of the materialo Finally the three
components of stress can be computed by means of Eqso
(2015) through (2 017)0
306 Axial Compression
The total axial compressive force F at any cross
x
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section, or its equivalent, the average axial compressive
stress f x ' can be computed by integrating the axial stress
~x over the cross section. Again, as in the case of
evaluation of the derivative of strain energy, analytical
integration is impossible due to the complication intro-
duced by Es being variable over the cross section. Thus
Simpson's summation rule may be used for this purpose.
Theoretically, the total axial force F
x
computed at
any cross section along the plate should be constant for
any particular combination of ue , ve ' andwo (or, ue ; ve
and q) as required by equilibrium. It was found in the
numerical computations performed in Chapter 4, that
except in the elastic range, the axial force computed
at any two different cross sections was different. The
deviation is introduced byg a) the use of an approxi-
mate displacement function in the z-direction containing
only one term, and b) the assumption of the same displace-
ment functions in the elastic and elastic-plastic ranges o
The deviation in axial forces at different cross sections
serves as a measure of the accuracy of the analysiso
Further discussion concerning this can be found in Art o
The deviation in the axial force at different cross
. .
•
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sections also brings up a problem of determining a proper
value of F to be used in connection with a particular set
x
of ue ' ve and woo The fact that Simpsonus rule has been
used in all the previous numerical summations suggests
that the use of a weighted average axial compressive
force as the proper value. Using average stresses instead
of forces and considering only the cross sections at the
center and at the edge
£= (3.40)
where f x = average axial stress to be used,
'. f xc = average axial stress at the center· cross.,
• section,
f xe = average axial. stress at the edge cross
section.
Since in the described analysis f xe is, in general,
larger than f xc ' the average axial stress f x as defined
above gives a conservative ,estimate of the true average
axial stress. The deviation associated with the analysis
may be expressed in the form
•
Deviation = X /00 ~. (3.41)
4. U L.T I MAT E STRENGTH ANALYSIS
.4
o F A SIMPLY SUP P 0 R TED SQUARE
•
•
P L ATE AN ILL U S T RAT I VEE X A M P'L E
..
•
..
4 0 1 Description of the Problem
An approximate method of analysis of a simply sup~
ported rectangular plate under combined loading was pre=
sented in the preceding chapter o A graphical procedure
was described through which axial load versus center
deflection curves for constant lateral pressure intensi-
ties can be obtained 0 When a load~deflection curve is
I
constructed~ ~ point will be reached after which an
,
increase in a*ial load is no longer possibleo This
point represents the maximum capacity of the plate under
the given lateral pressureo The corresponding load is
called the ultimate strength or the ultimate load o
In this chapter a.complete analysis of a $imply
supported square plate under combined loading is given o
Load-deflection curves of different types, as discussed
in the preceding chapter, are constructed and ultimate
strengths for different pressure intensities are deter~
mined 0 The progress of plastification and the stress
distributions at different stages during a typical loading
- 74 -
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history are also discussed o Through this example the
theory presented in the preceding chapter can be thoroughly
illustrated and the steps involved in the analysis can be
explained in a more practical form o
The basic data for this example problem are as
follows:
.(1) Stress-strain curve: The material is assumed,,,
to be elastic-perfectly plastic o The yield
stress ~o is assumed to be 33 ksi, and the
modulus of elasticity E is assumed to be
30 x 103 ksi o
(2) Geometry: The plate is square and the plate
slenderness ratio blh is 60 0
(3) Boundary conditions~ All four edges are assumed
to be simply supported o The boundary conditions·
given in Art o 204, Eqso (2038) through (2 045)
apply 0 In addition, the edge displacement
along the side edges, y= + b/2» ve ' is assumed
to be zero o
Figure 4 0 1 illustrates the given data for the example
problem 0
,-
..
•
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4.2 Formulas for Square Plates
The formulas developed in the previous chapters are
"
for rectangular plates. In this article, the formulas
needed in the analysis are'modified for a square plate
by substituting a = b and are presented innondimensional
forms when deemed convenient.
Strains:
ey (- ~ /= -2 (-1 )(+) + ~~ (-0;: /(.z -r2 (/05 ;z ;x -(;<)5 Z:!f )
+ Tf~( ~ )E~ )eos, "7 c05 7r: , (402)
Intensity of Strain:
Lateral Pressure:
(4.5)
•
•
.. '
where I I I
:P:~[Yr::: i(ExiUl [31'1; )(> +cos <r!l) +<4 It) cosT caS "tJ
,0 0 -1 +[E;(+/][3(~)(.z-t-~S-2:X)+21~~ )vos7T: GaS 7]
- ['0 r;J][i(f):>,'n 1ft Sin 1 ])d(.:)c/~r )q~~). (406)
, ' .
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Elastic Case:
. t
fL :. E(..!L) 4-[-_ -g4( 4/0)(- e<e -+ ve)d-) -+..JJ:.:. (- Ctk) 1" S 7T (~)3]o h 4- h II h lh 3t Ii ~ h •
Average Axial Stress: t?-~,C:L.15)
, .' I , .
I f - h.) ~ I~r ~ E.s r. 6 < I J ~]d J ( ;. ))xa,.=T(TJ E J I TLex(-h)+i€;(,,"J (7f)clT.
o -~
(4.7)
(4.8)
where f
xa = average axial stress/in x-direction at any
cross section. r~ ~ i
Deviation =
Elastic Case:.
X I()O If) .
(3.40)
(3.41)
(4.9)
.'.;'
..
•
Other formulas which are required during the process
of analysis will be explained as they appear.
4.3 Procedure of Analysis
The step by step procedure of the analysis is
described in detail in this article with the aid of
actual data pertaining to the example problem.
(1) Adopt a suitable grid system.
The grid system adopted in this example is
(40.10)
,.
..,
\
,
.
..
,
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6 x 6 x 4 grid o By this is meant a grid system
which has 6 intervals in the x~ and y-di;ections
and 4 intervals in the z-dfrectiono Because,of
symmetry, only one qJarter of the plate need be
considered 0 Thus the" grid intervals in the x- ,
and y-directionsare 1/12 b and in ~he z-direc-
,tion 1/4'ho The total number ~£ grid intersec-'
tions is 2450 For convenienceJ.n c~mputer pro-
gramming these points are numbered consecutively .
from O,to 244, starting from the point with"'
coordinates (0, 0, -1/2) and endi~g at the point
(1/2, 1/2, 1/2) 0
(2) Compute the elastic buckling stress and corres~
ponding edge displacementso
Applying the elastic plate'buckling theory"
the buckling stress in the x-direction for the '".
given boundary conditions is
it'>c=;rE(Zl~
The corresponding edge displacement in the x-
direction expressed in nondimensional form, is
. (~) = -/-7T~(~)IJ) cr i b' (4.11)
..
.
.. -
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-For convenience, the various ue/h values applied in
the following steps were expressed in proportion to
(ue/h)cr 0 Thus
where a is a numerical constant~
(4.12)
A similar expres-
•
.-
·.,
.
sion for ve/h, using P as the corresponding numeri-
cal constant, could be used» except that in this
,
example ve was assumed equal to zero o However; to
illustrate the procedure» the ve/h t~rm will be in-
cluded in the subsequent stepso
(3)~s~ume yalues of a and P and, compute corresponding
values of ue/h and ve/ho
(4) Construct an elastic constant u , ve load-deflectione .
curve (q versus wo) for the assumed values of ue/h
and ve/ho
In the present example an elastic constant ue '
ve load-deflection curve is given by the following
formula
(4013)
The curves fQr different a are shown as dashed lines
••
•
•
c.
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·
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(5) Determine the elastic limit which corresponds to
Since the maximum stress occurred at the point
(0, 0, -1/2), a wolh value can be found for which
6i at this point will be equal to Eo = ~o/E.
The elastic limits obtained in this step are
connected by a hatched dashed line in Fig. 4.2.
(6) Assume a value of wolh in the elastic-plastic
range using the information obtained in steps
(4) and (5). Compute a corresponding q by means
...
of Eqs. (4.t5.) and (4.6). Also compute f x and
deviation, Eqs. (3.40) and (3.41) •
Points obtained in this step are shown in
Fig. 4.2 as solid dots. The values in the paren-
theses by the points indicate the corresponding
(7) Repeat step (6) a sufficient number of times to
establish an elastic-plastic constant ue ' ve
load-deflection curve for the assumed value of
The elastic-plastic constant ue ' ve curves
. are shown as solid lines in Fig. 4.2.
...
·
·
·.
..
..
!
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(8) Repeat step (3) to step (7) a sufficient number
of times, using different values of ue/h and ve/h.
The computations in steps (4) and (5) were performed
by a desk calculator. The computations in step (6) were
performed by a digital computer. The details of the com-
puter program will be discussed in the next article.
(9) By graphical interpolation, construct constant
;;'
f x load-deflection curves (q versus WOlD
In Fig. 4.3, the original constant ue ' ve
curves (q versus wo) are shown as dashed lines
while the interpolated constant f x curves (q
versus wo) are shown as solid lines.
(10) Construct constant q load-deflection curves.
The constant q load-deflection curves are
shown in Fig. 4.4 for q= 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
and 30 psi. The hatched dashed line in the
figure again indicates the elastic limit.
The technique for the graphical construction of these
three different types of load-deflection curves were dis-
cussed in Art. 3.4.
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(11) Plot a q versus ultimate f x curve.
Fig. 4.5 shows this curve for the given
b/h = 60.
Step (11) completes the analysis of the ultimate
strength of the plate. To study the progress of plasti-
fication and the stress distribution, any set of ue/h,
ve/h and wo/h values on a load-deflection curve can be
used to compute all the necessary information. A sample
analysis of the plastification and stress distribution
for the present example can be found in Art. 4.5.
)
4.4 Programming for a Computer
As mentioned previo~sly~ the computation of lateral
pressure q for an assumed set of ue/h, ve/h and wo/h
values in the elastic-plastic range requires a numerical
integration process and is too complicated to be performed
by a desk calculator. In the present example, the diffi-
culty in the computation was solved by employing an LGP-30
digital computer. The programming was done according to
the "Act III" codes (50) for the computer. Because of the
limitations on storage capacity, it was necessary to split
.
~,
•
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the complete computation program into two separate pro-
grams. In the first program, which was called Program
One, a set of values for six trigonometric functions were
computed for the 245 grid intersections. Since these
values were to be used each time a set of ue/h, ve/h and
wo/h values were assumed, the complete information was
punched and stored in a roll of tape. The second program
consisted of the calculation of q9 f X9 and f y • The informa-
tion concerning strains and intensity of strain is also
obtainable from this program. The data tape for this
\program includes the punched tape obtained in Program One.
The complete printed-out programs are shown in Appendix B.
Flow diagrams showing the procedure of computation are
given in Figs. 4.6 and 407. Note that these programs
were designed for square plates with the 6 x 6 x 4 grid
system used in the present example, and for materials
which have elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain curves.
Any value of b/h, E and 6 0 can be used in Program Two.
Detailed discussion of the programs, remarks concerning
the various functions of the programs, and possible modifica-
tions to incorporate different grid systems and stress-
strain relations, are given in Appendix B.
•.
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4.5 Load-Deflection Curves
The load-deflection curves described in this article
apply to any simply supported square plate with b/h = 60.
These curves were constructed according to the method des-
,cribed in.Axt. 3.4.
Figure 4.2 shows lateral pressure q versus center
• 'deflection wo/h curves for different va~ues of constant
.~.
edge displacement ue • The value of v was assumed to bee
•
zero in this example. The load-deflection curves based
on an elastic analysis are shown as dashed lines in this
figure. The load-deflection curves in which the effects
of plastification were taken into account appear as solid
lines. The hatched dashed line indicates the limit of
elasticity. Along this line, the most severely stressed
point in the plate just reaches its elastic limit under
the given conditions. Considerable deviation between the
elastic and corresponding elastic-plastic load-deflection
curves in the large deflection ranges are observed in this
figure. The necessity of the elastic-plastic analysis is
clearly indicated •
Figure 4.3 shows lateral pressure q versus center
deflection wo/h curves for different values of constant
•
•
,
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average axial stress in x-direction/'f
x
0 The dashed lines
. I
indicate similar deflection curves for constant ue ' which
were used as the basis for graphical interpolation and
construction of the constant f x load-deflection curves o
Figure 4 0 4 shows average axial stress f x versus
center deflection wo/h curves for different values of con-
stant lateral pressure intensity qo The hatched dashed
line again indicates the elastic limit o The portion of
each curve below the elastic limit was constructed using
a formula ,applicable in the elastic range o The curve at
the top with designation q = 0 corresponds to the post-
buckling deflection of the square plateo Post-buckling
strength of approximately 2505 ksi was obtained as com-
pared to the elastic buckling st~ength of 2403 ksi o Fig-
ure 404 clearly indicates the influence of lateral pres-
sure on the ultimate strength of the plateo The effect
of lateral pressure is also illustrated in Figo 4 0 5 where
the ultimate loads were plotted against the lateral pres-
sure intensitieso The resulting curve may be approximated
mathematically by the following formula~
'.
•
(4014)
•
•
•
•
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4.6 Stress Distribution and Development of Plastic Zones
It is of interest to study the behavior of a plate as
the stress distribution patterns change and as the plastic
zones develop during the process of load application. As
an example, the behavior of a plate under the action of
q = 20 psi and axial compression increasing from zero to
the ultimate load was studied. The distributions of nor-
mal stress ~x on the center cross section (x = 0) and on
the edge cross section (x = + b/2) are shown in Fig. 4.8
for three loading stages, namely, f x = 0.26 (fx)ult'
f x = 0.84 (fx)ult' and f x = (fx)ult. The first stage
corresponds to the elastic limit. The sets of displace-
ment values used as the computer input to represent these
three loading stages are~ ue = 0.3397 (ue)cr~ wo/h = 0.3764;
ue = 1.2(ue )cr' wo/h = 0.718; and ue = 2.4(ue )cr' wo/h =
1~174. These values were estimated from the load-deflec-
tion curves in Fig. 4.3. The results of computations by
the digital computer gave q = 19.9995 ksi~ 19.6789 ksi
and 19.8582 ksi, respectively. These values are sufficiently
close to the correct value of q = 20 ksi. Thus the values
of strains obtained from the assumed sets of displacements
given above were considered sufficiently accurate for
practical purposes. It is to be noted that to obtain the
.-
•
..
•
•
•
.,
•
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numerical values of the components of strains and inten-
sities of strain at various grid intersections, the "type"
instruction in the Computer Program Two should be set to
"3 il through the data input tape, as presented in Appendix
B.
The normal stress ~ plotted in Fig. 4.8 is actually
x
.. '
the weighted average stress across the thickness of the
plate h •. Based on the concept of the Simpsonis rule, the
weights used for the five grid ~ntersections across the
thickness (z/h = -1/2, -1/4, 0, 1/4, and 1/2) are 1; 4,
2, 4, and 1 •. The actual stress distribution on the cross
sections at the ultimate load is shown in the three-
dimensional sketches of Fig. 4.9. The stresses:.ra,ngefrom
.
a maximum compressive stress of 38.0 ksi on the loaded
surface to a maximum tensile stress of 21.0 ksi on the
free surface, thus indicating the large effect of bend-
ing. It is also interesting to note that the magnitude
of the maximum normal stress is actually higher than 33,
ksi, the yield stress under uniaxial load. This is
explanable from the definition of the intensity of stress
for the' combined stress ~ase. According to the deforma-.
tion theory used in this dissertation the mate~ial at a
point will yield only when the intensity.of'stress
••
•
•
•
•
•
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reaches the yield stress of the material. Thus, the normal
stress of 33 ksi or more does not necessarily indicate
that the point has reached the elastic limit of the com-
bined state of stress. Conversely, the normal stress of
less than 33 ksi at a point does not indicate that the
material at the point is elastic. The elastic~plastic
boundaries for the cases illustrated in Fig. 4.9 are shown·
in Fig. 4.12.
In Fig. 4.8, the numerical values on the stress dis-
tribution diagrams indicate the local intensities of stress
in ksi. The horizontal dotted line in each diagram corres-
ponds to the weighted average stress f x whose numerical
values are written between the stress distribution dia-
grams for the two cross sections in the figure. It 1s
observed that while for the first two loadings» the devia-
tion from the average stress given by f
x
is negligibly
small, the deviation is not negligible at the ultimate
load. The deviation computed from Eq. (3.41) is 11.9%
for this case. The reasons for this deviation were dis-
cussed in Art. 3.6. Note also that the deviation begins
to increase in the vicinity of the ultimate load.
Figures 4.10 through 4.12 show the contour lines of
0'
•.
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intensity of strain at the three loading stages previously
mentioned. The heavy solid lines indicate the elastic-
plastic boundary while the hatched areas represent elastic
zones. Contour lines were constructed for six surfaces
of the quarter plate using a contour interval of 0.2 €O.
The location of these faces are indicated by eight alpha-
betical letters with each letter representing one particu-
lar corner. By putting together these six faces the extent
of plastification at each loading stage can be easily
visualized. The development of plastic zones with increase
in load is observed by comparing the three sets of contours,
namely Figs. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. It is interesting to
note that while at f
x
= 0.84 (fx)ult only a small portion
of the plate is plastified~ at the ultimate load, the two
outside surfaces are plastified almost completely~ thus
indicating the rapid progress of plastification near the
ultimate load. It is not necessary, however, for the whole
plate to plastify in order to reach the ultimate load.
This is demonstrated by a relatively thick elastic core
near the center of the plate, Fig. 4.120 The similarity
in the contour patterns for the three loading stages indica-
•
tes that the increase in intensity of strain and hence the
plastification are gradual processes and that there is no
..'
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sudden change in the general pattern. Finally, it is
clearly reiter~ted that for the analysis of ultimate
strength the elastic~plastic analysis is an absolute
necessity.
4.7 Accuracy of the Analysis
It was pointed out in Art. 3.6 that computations of
average axial stress in the loading direction on any two
horizontal cross sections will not give the value required
by equilibrium, but rather that some deviation will result.
I
This was because of the approximation involved in the
energy method and the inaccuracy introduced by the assump-
tion of the same relative shape of displacement functions
in the elastic and elastic~plastic ranges. In this disser-
tation the proper average axial stress was defined by
fx= ~fxc + fxe3 (3.40)
and the deviation was defined by
.
'.
Delila lion = X 100 io . (3.41)
..
.
In the example problem» a total of 21 sets of compu-
tations were performed. The largest deviation obtained
.~
•r
•
•
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for these 27 sets was 15.8%, which occurred when ue = 3.6
(ue)cr and wo/h = 1.5 were used. In general, deviation
increases with increase in ue or in wo/h, or more speci-
fically with increase in the degree of plastification.
Although the deviation as defined in Eq. (3.41) is not
equal to the accuracy per se, and the permissible percen-
tage of deviation for some desired accuracy is not known,
the deviation as defined certainly is a qualitative in-
dication of the accuracy. In practice, however, it is
always advisable to continue the computation even if the
deviation becomes comparatively large •
One of the obvious means of improving the accuracy
is to 'introduce more displacement parameters. This has
the effect of making a better approximation of the dis-
pla~ement functions, and at the same time making the
assumption of the same displacement functions in the
elastic and elastic-plastic ranges no longer necessary.
Thus a considerable improvement in the accuracy can be
expected. The use of more than one displacement para-
meter requires a tedious process of numerical minimiza-
tion as discussed in Art. 3.2. The difficulty, however,
can be overcome as far as time is concerned if a digital
•.
•
•
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computer with very high speed and large storage capacity
is available. The use of a finer grid system will also
help to improve the accuracy •
s. ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS I N THE
."
•.
ANALYSIS o F PLATES
.,
'..
•
5.1 Effect of Initial Deformation
In the method of analysis presented in the previous
chapters it was assumed that the plate is perfectly plane
before the application of load. In practice, however, a
perfectly flat plate can never be obtainedand the initial
deformation (initial imperfection) always exists. Initial
deformation is not always detrimental. In fact, if the
direction of initial deformation is opposite to the
direction of deformation due to applied loading, then the
final deformation will be smaller and the plate can be
expected to be stronger. On the other hand, if the
initial deformation is in the direction of deformation
due to loading then the strength of the plate will be
reduced. "In such cases, if the initial deformation is
large its effect on the deformation and stresses should
be considered in the analysis.
In line with the analysis presented in the previous
chapters the initial deformation 'is assumed to be defined
by the following function:
-93-
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(5.1)
•
•
It is assumed that no initial shortening or stretching
exists in the plane of the plate.
The process of deformation when there is an initial
deformation is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Stage "I" shows
a plate with initial deformation of the shape expressed
by Eq. (5.1). When edge compression is applied addition-
al lateral deflection is introduced due to bending effect
of the edge compression on the initially deformed plate.
This is stage "II". The corresponding increase in center
deflection is designated as wao ' The magnitude of wao
is affected by the magnitudes of wio • Finally in stage
"III", upon the application of lateral load q, the total
center deflection becomes WOo The increase in center
deflection due to q is therefore
w;.o =tAJ; - .Y - ar.-p WM -to • (5.2)
•
The initial deformation Wi introduces no strain. The
middle plane strain components due to loading when there
is initial deformation can be expressed as follows: (51)
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,
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
(?7)
l5,i)
The first equation of equilibrium in von Karman's large
deflection plate theory ~ Eq. (]. 02) becomes in this case
I
4 _ [()ZW- ~ _ ~~4r' ()~@" _ / 'O<~ ~ ~~ -;rtJiJ ( )
V F - E (oxoy? ax< ,~ l'()~,) -t- tJx" 1~) 5.6
where
(2.37)
As in the analysis without initial deformation, the dis~
placement function in the z-direction is assumed to be
(301)
Substituting Eqso (301) and (5.1) into Eqo (506)
(5.7) (,.2..;
•
.'
The solution of this equation which satisfies the simply
supported boundary conditions as described in Art 0 2 0 4
can be shown to be
•..
•f
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Comparing this with Eqo (3 0 15) it is evident that the only
difference
(3.15) has
between the two expressions is that w 2 in Eqo
o
been replaced by (W
o
2
= wio
2) in Eqo (508)0
Thus the displacement function u and v for the present
•
case can be easily obtained
2(3.16) and (3017) by (w -
o
by replacing wo
2
2
wio ) ~
in Eqso
Finally, the expressions for strains are obtained by
introducing Eqs. (301)~ (Sol) and (5010) into the com=
plete expressions for strain components~
(5 011) (2. H)
(5012) \2,;4)
.-.
(2 ~ ;)(5013)
."
•,
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The results of substitutions are
6 i = _ Ule -t 7[«~-tU:.'t><) ~ _ a< c-os:::.!!2. -r.z coS .2"'nJ ]
;z a.. /6 C{< (-<.,,~ et p
+ 7TYdJ;-~)~ Cos..,,-x co:;7TJ (5.14)
a.-e It b)
(5.16 )
•
•
According to the assumption made in Chapter 3, Eqso (3 0 1),
(Sol), (5.9), (5010), (5014), (5015), and (5'016) are
valid in both the elastic and elastic~plastic ranges •
As in Chapter 3, the governing deflection parameter
Wo can be determined by means of the principle of minimum
potential energyo Using stage "II" as illustrated in Fig o'
5.1 as the base, the potential energy of the system is
Differentiating this expression with respect to Wo and
~quating it to zero
·•
thus
1=
=0 (5.18 )
(5.19) (~.22..)
...
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as b~foreo
a
. The expression Ot&-I can be obtained in a manner
oC(/o
•
similar to that used in obtaining Eqo (3030)0 This gives
< 7T~ b~ ) TTZ 7T!f ]+~ (z+·a.~ ~co5Tco$T
(5020)
This expression is exactly the same as Eqo (3030) with
the exception that Ex'
by £ i,
x
i iC ,and -v 0
t::.y 'xy
E and Y have been replacedy xy
•
•
.
•
It can be concluded, therefore, that when there is
an initial deformation expressible in the form of Eqo
(Sol), the analysis presented in the previous chapters
still can be used, except that the calculation of the
strains should be based on Eqso (5014) through (5 016)
.•
•
.,
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instead of Eqs. (3.25) through (3.27) •
5.2 Effect of Residual Stresses
Another assumption made in the analysis presented
in the previous chapters is that the plate is free of
I
residual stresses. It has been found that residual
stresses have a marked influence on the strength of a
stiffened plate panel in which stiffeners are welded to
the base plate~52) The case of a plate which consists
of two separate plates butt-welded together is also a
typical example in which the influence of residual
stresses can not be ignored in the strength analysis.
When an attempt is made to use the analysis presented
in this dissertation to analyze the behavior of a plate
element in a stiffened panel or a welded plate such as
the one described above, it is important to take into
account the effect of residual stresses on the strength
of the plate. This can be easily accomplished as dis~
cussed in the following sections, provided that the
intensity of the residual stress (or strain) does not
exceed the elastic limit.
.-
..
•
~lOO
If the components of residual stresses are called
r r '7' rO"""x " oy ,and '-xy' and the components of residual
strains, E
x
r
, f y
r
, and r;yr, the following stress-
strain relations exist~
(502l)
(5022)
(5023)
r I ~\.'2. \(, i
(I) ''-7')\ .~ ,\
I
It is to be noted that the assumption of incompressi-
bility of the material is incorporated into these rela-•
•
tions. For uniaxial cases where cr r = '[' r = 0 Eqs 0Y xy ,
(5021) and (5022) give
'(' IE.'r_· O(;. ~ .-\-,,- .....-
.J 2.. ~,
(5024 )
Upon application of loading the total strains at
a point become
(5025 )
•
'.
ej = ~ + eJ ' (5 0 26)
t rYX;= Y, + YxJo (5027)
For 6, ~, and ~ the expressions in Eqs 0 (3025)
x y xy
through (3.27) are still valid.
...
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The expression for the total strain energy per
0'
•
Using the concept of intensities of stress and strain,
this reduces to
J
E.t '
W"(X,J, z)= ~td t/ = W ((/).
o
(5029)
The expression for the total strain energy for the whole
plate is the same as Eqo (2050)0
The potential energy of the system as expressed by
Eqo (2052) still holds o It is to be noted, however~
that the strain energy due to, residual stress is included
in both U and Uao
The application of the principle of minimum potential
energy results in the following relation~
1=
..
0'
..
'. (5030) l3,Z4 ')
..
•
•
'd 1 ' /"r /'r dRes~ ua stra~ns c c anx:l y ';)
woo Therefore using Eqso (S.25),
(S.29), Eqso (S030) becomes
)
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rYare independent of
'xy
(S 026), (S 027») and
•
~
.--
+ C t [ 7T-lfAJ; (4--t- .<p< + 3 co:> .<7TZ )
~ 4~ a~ ~
:nrt 6"- ) rrx TTJ ]
t --.- (z + - ~ coS - C"'~ -b~ a~ ~ b
(S 0 31)
It may be concluded'j) therefore, that when the effect
of residual stresses is to be considered';) Eqo (S03l)
can be used instead of Eqo (3030)0 The strain components
which appear in Eqo (S031) are the total strains includ-
ing the residual strains o The secant modulus Es in Eq.
(S.3l) should be obtained from a stress-strain curve of
the material using the total strain components, Eqso (S02S)
through (S. 27) 0
.~ 6. SUMMARY AND
" ~ .
C 0 N·.C L U S ION S
.
j
.
,
'.
In this dissertation a method which can be used to
determine deformations and stresses in a rectangular
plate simply supported along its four edges and loaded
into the elastic-plastic range under the combined action
of lateral pressure and axial compression was presented.
--t~he method uses the principle of minimum potential energy
in conjunction with a numerical integration method and
gives an approximate solutipno The concept of large
deflections and the secant modulus deformation theory of
.
plasticity were incorporated in developing the necessary
formulas~The method is restricted in its applicability
by a provision that no reversal of the intensity of
strain in the plastic range may take place. The viola=
tion of this provision~ however~ would give a conserva-
tive result.
The contributions contained in this dissertation are
summarized as follows~
(1) The method of analysis presented; is. believed
to be the first approximate. sqluticm,. for
-103-
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•
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•
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the problem of rectangular plates loaded into
the elastic-plastic range under combined axial
and lateral loading.
(2) A graphical procedure for the construction of
, load-d~flection curves was developed. The ulti-
mate strength of rectangular plates under the
combined loading could be obtained or estimated
when load-deflection curves were extended to the
ultimate condition.·
,(3) Methods to incorporate the effects of initial de-
£or'mat·iOri.:af plates and residual stresses in
the analysis of rectangular plates under com-
bined loading were presented.
(4) An ultimate strength analysis of a square plate
with a plate slenderness ratio blh of 60 under
combined loading was performed.
The following conclusions!I!!ClY be,drawn~
(1) In general, for a realistic analysis of deforma-
tions and stresses in rectangular plates under
combined loading at or near ultimate load, it is
.-
.
4
•
•
•
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necessary to consider the effects of large deflec-
tions and plastification of the material •
(2) The deformations and stresses in rectangular
plates* 19aded into the·elastic-plastic range
under combined loading as well as their ultimate
strength can be determined by the method presented
in this dissertation. A digital computer of at
least moderate capacity and speed is needed for
the computation.
(3) If the initial deformation of a plate can be
assumed to have a shape similar to the displace-
ment function w(x~y) under loading, and if the
material remains elastic under the action of
residual stresses, then the effects of the
initial deformation and the residual stresses
on the final deformations and stresses in the
plate under combined loading can be easily incor-
porated into the analysis.
(4) For a square plate with b/h = 60 and lateral
pressure q ~ 30 psi the relation between the
-----------------------------------
*See footnote on page 45.
.>
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ultimate average axial stress (fx)ult and the
lateral pressure q can be expressed by the formu1a~
,.{ o.7t7(;x)ulf,=2,.2- O.t2S(;+/O) . (4 0 14 )
,~t,
-,
\
•
(5) Even at ultimate load~ some part of the plate
may still remain elastic o This was illustrated
by the analysis of a square plate with b/h = 60", '- ..
in Chapter 4 0
Since the method of analysis presented in this disser-
tat ion is approximate in nature it is very desirable that
some experimental investigation be conducted so that the
soundness of the method can be verified and the accuracy
of the analysis can be determined 0 If a higher accuracy
is desired the method may be improved by~ 1) using more
displacement parameters~ and 2) using a finer grid
system 0
= Mean normal strain,
.'
•
•
a
b
b
h
D
E
e
F
70 NOMENCLATURE
= Length of plate in x-direction
= Length of plate in y-direction
= Plate slenderness ratio
= Undetermined coefficients in the expression
Fh , Eqo (A o16)
= Simpsonws coefficients for an ind~vidua1
summation process in each coordinate direction o
3
= Flexural rigidity of plate E_h__~_
, 12 (1=112)
= Modulus of elasticity
= Error associated with the application of
SimpsonDs rule
= Secant modulus
= Tangent modulus,
l(e +6 +6)3 x y z
= A stress function defined by Eqo (2037),
F = F + F
h P
= Homogeneous solution of Eqo (302)
= A particular solution of Eqo (302)
= Axial force in x-direction
= Axial force in y-direction
= An arbitrary function obtained as a result of
integrating Eqo (A o17)
-107-
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h
k
2, m, n
n
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= Average axial stress in x-direction as
defined by Eqo (3040)
= Average axial stress in x-direction at any
cross section
= Average axial stress inx-direction·at center
cross section
= Average axial stress in x-direction at edge
cross section
= Average ultimate axial stress in x-direction
= Average axia1istr~ss in y-direction
= An arbitrary function obtained as a result
of integrating Eqo (A o18)
= Thickness of plate
= Second inYariant of stress deviation
= A constant in Eqo (2010)
= Yield stress in simple shear
= Numbers of equal-space intervals in x-, y~,
z-directions in the application of SimpsonBs
rule (See Eqo (3036»
= Bending moment per unit length about y-axis
= Bending moment per unit length about x-axis
= Twisting moment per unit length
in a plane normal to x-axis
= A shape parameter in Ramberg-Osgood's three-
parameter s~ress~strain formula, Eqo (2019)
= Resultant in-plane axial force per unit length
in x*direction
= Resultant in-plane axial force per unit length
in y-direction
."
..
q
S (x) ,S (x,y ,z)
S j. , S i.. mn
s
U
u (x,y)
uh(x,y)
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= Resultant in-plane shearing force per
unit length in y-direction in a plane
normal to x-axis
= Resultant in-plane shearing force per
unit length in x-direction in a.plane
normal to y-axis
= Shearing force parallel to z-axis per
unit length in a plane normal to x-axis
= Shearing force parallel to z-axis per
unit length in a plane normal to y-axis
= Lateral pressure
= Functions to be integrated by Simpson's
rule
= Numerical values of S(x) orS(x,y,z) at
location (f.) or (i ,m ,n)
1
= Mean normal stress, 3" «(Yx + CJy + (}z)
= Total'strain energy of plate
= Strain energy of plate p~e to edge dis-
placements
= Increase in total strain energy of plate
between State "II" and State "I"
= Displacement in x-direction
= Unknown parameters in u(x,y), Eq. (3.18)
= Edge displacements in x-direction
= Nondimensional critical edge displace-
ment in x-direction
= Displacement in x-direction corresponding
to Fh , Eqo (A o12)
..
'.
L'
..
..
.
v (x,y)
Vh (x,y)
w(x,y ,z)
W(x,y)
Wa (x,y)
Wi (x,y)
x,y,z
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= Displacement in y-direction
= Unknown parameters in v(x,y), Eq. (3.19)
= Edge displacements in y-direction
= Displacement in y-direction corresponding
to Fh , Eq. (A.13)
= Strain energy per unit volume
= Displacement in z-direction, plate deflec-
tion
= Increase in deflection due to applied edge
displacements when there is initial deforma-
tions
= Increase in deflection at center of plate
due to applied edge displacements when
there is initial deformations
= Deflection at center of plate due to edge
displacements
= Initial deflection of plate
= Initial deflection at center of plate
= Deflection at center of plate
= Increase in deflection at center of plate
due to lateral load
= Total deflection at center of plate when
applied edge displacements cause buckling
of plate
= Rectangular coordinates
= Limits of integral in x-direction
= Limits of integral in y-direction
= Limits of integral in z-direction
0:'
..
".
..
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="Ratio between applied edge displacement
in x~direction to critical edge displace-
ment in x~direction~ ue/(ue)cr
= Ratio between applied edge displacement
in y~direction to critical edge displace-
ment in y~direction, ve/(ve)cr
Yxy' Yyz' Yzx = Shearing strain components
= Shearing strain component in y-direction
in a plane normal to x-axis, Yxy' when
there is initial deformation
•
.
..
m
yxy
E
Eo
Ex, Ey
~ i i
'-- x' f y
r r~x,Ey
=v Shearing strain component '(xy' in-plane
part
= Residual shearing strain component Yxy
= Total shearing strain component Y
xy whenthere is residual strain
= Normal strain in uniaxial case
= Intensity of strain
= Yield strain in tension or compression
= Normal strain components
= Normal strain components when there is
initial deformation
= Normal strain components, in-plane part
= Residual nor~al strain components
= Total normal strain components when there
is residual strain
..
..
--
•
•
..
•
Tf
IT
lTlII-II
cr
o-'x' O"'y
m m
(Jx' cry
r r
O"x' cry
t ",...t
<rx' v y
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= Poisson's Ratio
= A value between xl and x2 (See Eqo (3035) )
= 3 0 14
= Potential energy of a system
= Potential energy of a system at State "III"
based on State "II"
= Normal stress in uniaxial case
= Secant yield stress corresponding to a
secant line with 007 E slope
= Intensity of stress
= Yield stress in tension or compression
= Critical normal stress in x-direction,
Eqo (4010)
= Normal stress components
= Normal stress components, in-plane part
= Residual normal stress components
= Total normal stress components when there
is residual stress
= Shearing stress component in y-direction.·
in a plane normal to x-axis
= Shearing stress component Txy ' in-planepart
= Residual shearing stress component Z
xy
= Total shearing stress component ~xy when
there is residual stress .
. !
•
.~
..
..
...
..
.
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= Nondimensional strain energy integral,
Eq 0 (406)
,,4 . 0 4 CJ t
= Biharmonic operator, 2) z.4 -r 2'Ox..;'!J"Z + 7>.14
..
•
•
.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of Stress Function F
The problem of determining the stress function F,
Eq. (3.15), for the assumed w(x,y), Eq. (3.1), reduces
to the solution of a fourth order partial differential
equation, Eq. (3.2), -with four boundary conditions as
follows:
..
•
4 E~~~ Y
n F =- - -=--.:.....-.,::-. (e.os < rr,X + cos:i.!!-)
v .za~b~ a. b J
u.- ( ±~ q) = :+: u.e ,<. , j
q-7It (+ q ) _ 0(.x) -T,.J - ,
-,r( ..... t.-L)=;ve~/ - ~ ,
7'7T/. b) 7'7TL ( T -!:-) = 07X.(X':!.:Z = l-::J x, - < .
(303)
(2043)
The relations between u, v, and F are given by Eqs.(3.13)
and (3.14):
·•
...
·
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(3 0 13)
(3 0 14)
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Boundary conditions Eqs. (2.39) and (2.43) can be expressed
in terms of displacements by the following transformation:
.. at . 1>x =± ~' Q 'Jet J = i T
l;= Cihj= j T ~; +:: ;; =0. (A.1)
But along I x =! ;
Similarly,; aiong
I
h ~=ou = + ue ' ence 1
1J
.J =:!~ v = -+ ve ' hence t?J';- ..: 0 • Also<;:(
..
Consequently, Eqs •. (2.39) and (2.43) become
oll" (T.E,.. J') - 0
.7X - ~./ -,
~; (;c I ; ) = o.
Let F = Fh + Fp '
(3.5)
(3.6)
(A;3)
where Fh and Fp are the homogeneous and a particular
solutionsof Eq. (3.2). By inspection, a particular
solution of Eq. (3.2) is
(A.4)
•
.
""'-
Substituting Eqs. (A.3), (A.4), and (3.1) into Eqs.(3.l3)
and (3.14)
•
•
"
•
•
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(A o 6)
Integrating Eqso (AoS) and (Ao6) with respect to x and
y respectively
(A o 8)
It is to be noted that the arbitrary functions which
should accompany the integration process are contained
in the remaining integrals o Now differentiate Eqo (A o7)
with respect to y and Eqo (A o8) with respect to x
~118
"t,
0,
f (A o 9)
Applying the boundary conditions, Eqso (303) through
(306) to Eqso (A 07) through (AolO), tae problem of find-
ing Fh reduces to the solution of a boundary value
problem defined as follows ~,
U L =E.!..f(~~ _.J. ~/fi,) dx = --: u -r ~tJJ;,~
" Q./".z ax~ -+- e - /6 a.
(Aoll)
The quantities uh and vh are as defined in the above
expressions 0 The physical problem given by these five
•
•
equat ions is a plane stress problem of a rectangular
•
.. plate under axial compression in both x-and y-directions
The problem can be solved by assuming a stress function
..
,
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of the form
Equation (A o16) satisfies Eqo (A o11)o Introducing this
expression into Eqs 0 (A 0 12) and (A 013)
But
hence
• f' (y) + g' (x) = 0
This gives
f (y) = cy + d and g (x) = -cx + e
where c, d, and e are arbitrary constants 0 Thus
u. -<c~ - C, A
-h = . £ )( ~ ~ 1- V( )
and
.<c, - c~E -J - eXt e,
Assuming
(Ao22)
•
•
af :;r = ~ J =()I I
it can be .shown that
c=d=e=O
..,
•
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Finally
(A o 26)
and
__' .zc, _'- C:. !'"i.~ 1:; • (A o 27)
Note that Eqso (A.14) and (A o15) are satisfied by virtue
of Eqso (A.26) and (A.27)o The values of cl and c2 are
obtained from the soluti9n of the following simultaneous
equations:
.<E, 7T~4,r;,~)
<. c - c =- -- (7/;, - --
'.1 ~ b e /6 b .
(A o 28)
(A o 29)
These equations we~e obtained by the application of the
boundary conditions, Eqso (A o12) and (A o13)o Expressions
for constants cl and c2 are then
(A o 30)
(A o 31)
•.
•
Finally, from Eqso (A o3), (A o4), (A o16), (A.30) and (Ao3l)
one obtains
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•
•i:
This checks the same equation in Chapter 30
·t
A P PEN D I X B
Computer Programs
B.l General Remarks
As mentioned in Art. 4.4 an LGP~30 digital computer
was used to perform numerical computations. The whole
program was split into two programs to overcome the
limitation in storage capacity of the computer used. The
two programs developed are described in this appendix.
If a computer with larger storage capacity is available,
the whole computation can be done in one program with all
the necessary numerical values of the trigonometric func-
tions (Art. B.2) stored in the computer. Wit~ a larger
computer, the speed of computation may be improved con-
siderably. However, the use of two programs instead of
one has some advantage; the complete program of computa-
tion which often consists of a large number of runs, does
not have to be completed at once, in fact, each run can
be performed separately using only a short period of
time.
~ 122 -
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Bo 2 Program One
Bo2 ol Purpose of the Program
The purpose of this program is to compute a set of
values for the following six trigonometric functions at
all 245 grid intersections~
.<.-7TY ~ 7T x
.z cos-- - co:> -- -r ~ = a.,
b b
..e -,rz 7TY_
-COj - co.:> -- - Ch b b '
~ . /TX , 7T !I c/
-05117 -.5//7- = )II b h
CO.5 .2 -rr'f .+ ~ = .< 0../b )
(Bol)
(B 0 2)
(B03)
(B 0 4)
(BoS)
(B 0 6)
2These functions appear in the formulas for Ex(b/h) ~
E (b/h)2, and Y {b/h)2, and ~ , Eqso (401), (402),y xy
(403), and (406); 2nd are needed whenever a new set of
ue ' ve ' and Wo values is appliedo The computed values
are punched on a roll of tape~ which is used as part of
the data for the second programo Note that symbols a, b~
c, d, 2al» and 222 appearin.g on the right hand sides of
Eqso (Bol) through (B06) are computer languages assigned
to these trigonometric functions 0
. .
..
'.
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B.2.2 Program
Lee author'
Trig function program'
daprt'uc2'L'lcl'e'e ' 't'r'i'g' f'u'n'c't'i'o'n'cr4"
.3l4l'59'e'l'; 'pi"
pi '+'pi'; '2pi"
read'sxb'read'syb'read'szh"
read'incx'read'incy'read'incz' ,
read'maxx'read'maxy'read'maxz' ,
0'; 'n' ,
sxb'; 'xb' ,
syb'; 'yb' ,
szh'; 'zh' ,
sl'cos' ('2pi'x'yb'] '; 'aI"
cos' [' 2pi 'x 'xb' ) , ; 'a2 ' ,
prev' +' a2 ' - 'aI'+' .2' 'e '1 ' ; I b ' ,
aI' +'aI' - 'a2 '+' .2' 'e '1' ; 'a' ,
( 'cos' ( 'pi' x 'xb ' ) , ) 'x I [ 'cos' [ 'pi' x' yb ' ] , ] 'x' zh ' ; 'c ' ,
( , sin' ( 'pi' x' xb ' J ' J 'Jd' [,sin' [' pi 'x' yb ' ) , ) 'x' zh ' ; 'd' ,
.2 ' 'e ' 1 '+' a1 ' ; '2a1 ' ,
.2' 'e '1 '+' a2 ' ; '2a2 ' ,
punch 'a' ,
punch 'b' ,
punch 'c' t
punch 'd' ,
punch' 2a1 ' ,
punch' 2a2 ' ,
s10' cr' ,
iter'n'1'244's2"
s3'stop' ,
s2'zh'+'incz'; 'zh"
if' (' zh' - 'maxz' ) 'neg' sl ' ,
szh' ; 'zh' ,
yb' +' incy , ; 'yb' ,
if' ('yb' - 'maxy' J 'neg' sl ' ,
syb';'yb" .
xb'+'incx'; 'xb"
use' sl' , ,
•B..203 List of Variables
Program Language
pi
2pi
sxb
syb
szh
incx
incy
incz
maxx
maxy
maxz
n
xb
yb
zh
al
a2
b
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Meaning
TI= 3 014159
2IT
First value of x0
First value of t
First value of zIi
Incre~ent of xb
Increment of Y..b
z
Increment of h
Maximum value of xb
Maximum value of' Y..b
Maximum value of zh
Grid intersection number
x
o
t
z
h
cos~
b
2nxcos
b
2 cos2rrx -cos~ + 2b b
Program Language
a
c
d
2al
2a2
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Meaning
2 cos 2~y - cos2nx + 2
b b
Z lTX 1r V
- cos -- cos..:.:....Lh b b
Z • 1rX • TrV
h s~nb s~n b
cos~ + 2b
cos 2lTX +2
b
..
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B.3 Program Two
B.3.l Purpose of the Program
The purpose of this program ,;is to compute the
intensity of lateral pressure corresponding to an
assumed set of values ,of edge displacements, ue and
ve ' and center deflection wo ' from Eqs. (4.5) and
(4.6). The computation process for Eq. (406) con-
sists of the determination of the numerical value
of the integrand at each grid intersection, and then
use of the Simpson's rule to perform the numerical
summation. The components of strains Ex' ey , and
I and the intensity of strain E. at each grid~ k
intersection are also computed during the above
process, using Eqso (401)~ (402), (403), and (404)0
"
The secant modulus at each grid intersection is
obtained from the computed ~i using the given stress-
strain curve of the material. Computation of average
axial stresses in ~and y-directions at both center
and edge cross sections are also incorporated in this
program 0
•.
B.3.2 Program
Lee author'
Plate stability program'
daprt'ue2'1'lel'e'e' 'p'1'a't'e'er4"
dim'ex']'ey'7'ez'5"
index' q 'r ' s ' ,
O';'q"
s4 ' read' ex ' q , ,
iter'q'1'6's4"
O'·'r",
s5 'read' ey Br' ,
iter'r'1'6's5"
O'·'s",
s6 'read' ez 's ' ,
iter's'1'4's6' ,
read' inex 'read' iney , r,7-ad 'inez,,' ,
inex'x'iney'x'inez'/~; 'vol" j----
iney'x'inez'; 'area" _ ~
.3141' 59' e '1 ' ; 'pi' , 0 ~'Ll ... \0
pi 'x' pi ' ; 'pis' ,
prev 'i ' .16' 'e t 2 ' ; 'pi2 ' ,
pis'x'pis'/' .12"e'2'; 'pi4"
read'emy'read'ep"
s7 'read 'bh' ,
( , .1' 'e '1' / 'bh ' J: / 'bh ' ; 'hb2 ' ,
prev' x' .1154' 7I') 1 ' ; 'hbei ' ,
hb2'x'hb2'x'pi4';'hb4"
.2962'963'e'0'x!emy'x'hb2'; 'ehb'o
s8'read'ue'read've' ,
s9'read'woh'iread'brneh'iread'type"
.3' 'e'l'x'woh'; 'w1"
pis' x' woh ' ; 'w2 ' ,
prev'+'w2'; 'w3"
'prev 'x' woh I / ' .32 ' 'e 12 ' ; I w4 I ,
0' ; 'q' ,
prev' ; 'r' ,
Prev' . 's' ,, I B ,
Prev'· ICP, a , ,
prev'; pxe
prev ' ; 'pxe! ,
prev' ; 'pye' D
prev'; Dpye'l
prev' ; 'n' ,
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s10'read'a'read'b'read'e'read'd'read'2a1'read'2a2"
w2 'x' e ' ; 'w2eee ' ,
. prev 0+ 'ue 0+' (' w4 ' x Ba 'J ' ; 'ex" 4-
ve '+ ij [ 'w4 'x' b '] '+' w2eee ' ; 'ey" -J::.--.
o' -' r 'w3 'x'd 'J ' ; 'gxy' , ,.«f---
hbei'x'sqrt'['['ex'x'ex'] '+' ['ey'x'ey'] '+0 ['ex'xOey']'
. +' [ 8 .25 ' 'e ' 0 ' x ' gxy ,x ' gxy , ) , J ' ; 'ei " .,4; ---'Ok
if' ['ei'_'ep'] 'neg'sll'
ep'/'ei'; 'ese'use's12ij'
sll ° .1 ' 'e '1' ; 'ese' ,
s12'024"e'2'x'e';'24e"
ex' x' ( , [ 'w1 'x I 2a1 ' J '+' 24e ' ) , , ,
prev'+' ['ey'x' [' ['w1'x'2a2'1'+'24e'J 'J"
[ 'prev' - ' [ 'gxy 'x' 08' 'e '1 'x'd' 1 'J 'x' ese' ; 'phi' ,
if' ('type'i-'2') 'neg's13"
er'er o ,
500'iprt'n"
1607 'dprt 'ei' ,
if' ['type'i-'2'] 'zero's13"
1604' dprt 'ex' ,
1604'dprt'ey' ,
1604' dprt' gxy' ,
1604' dprt 'ese' ,
s13'ex'q'x'ey'r 8x'ez's'x'phi' ,
prev'+'sep'; 'sep"
if' q 'zero' s14' ,
ifl(~'i-'6'J'zero's15"
use's16"
s14' [ ,ese' x' [ 'ex' +' [ , 05 ' 'e ' 0 'x' ey 'J ' J' J'x' ey 'r 'x' ez ' s ' ,
prev'+'pxe'; 'pxe'use's16"
s15' ['ese'x' ['ex'+' [' 05' 'e'O'x'ey' J']' ] 'x'ey'r'x'ez's"
prev'+'pxe'; 'pxe"
s16'if'r'zero's17"
if' ['r'i-'6'] 'zero's18"
use's19"
s17' [' ese 8x' [' ey '+' [' 05' 'e '0 8x' ex' J' ] , ] 'x' ex 'q 'x' ez ' s ' ,
prev'+'pye'; 'pye'use'S19"
s18' [' ese'x' [' ey '+' [' oS' 'e '0'x' ex' J ' J ' J'x' ex' q 'x' ez ' s ' ,
prev'+'pye'; 'pye"
s19'iter's'1'4's20
O';'s"
iter'r'1'6's20"
O';'r"
iter'q'1'6's20
"
s20'iter'n'l'244's10"
emy'x'hb4'x'sep'x'vo1'; 'press"
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ehb'x'area'x'pxe'; 'fxe"
ehb'x'area'x'pxe'; 'fxe"
ehb'x'area'x'pye'; 'fye"
ehb'x'area'x'pye'; 'fye"
er 'er' ,
daprt'ue2'p'le1'r'e's's'u'r'e"ue2'('le1'q'ue2')'le1"
1604'dprt'press"
erler' ,
1606'pririt'fxe"
1606' print' fxe' ,
er' er' ,
1606'print'fye"
1606'print'fye"
s21'stop"
if'1'brneh'i-'2'] 'neg's9'zero's8'pos's7'"
B.3.3 List of Variables
Program Language
cx I-
cy
cz
incx
incy
incz
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Meaning
Reserved regions in the computer
for storing coefficients in
Simpson's rule in x-, y-, and
z-directions
Simpson's coefficients in x-,
y-, and z-directions (lor 4
or 2)
Increment of xb
Increment of X.b
Increment of zIi
vol
area
pi
pis
pi2
pi4
emy
ep
bh
(incx)x(incy)x(incz)/27
(:i.ncx)x (incy)
11= 3.14159
TI 2
IT 2/16
1T 4 /16
E = Young's modulus
f 0 = Yield strain
b
h
\
\
Progr~ Language
hb2
hbei
hb4
ehb
ue
ve·
woh
brnch
type
wi
w2
w3
w4
scp
pxc
pxe
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Meaning
(h/b)2
101547 (h/b)2
11 4(h/b)4/ i2
002962963 E (h/b)2
-2ueb/h
2
-2veb/h2
wo/h
Branch instruction for start~
ing a new set, (See B.4)
TypiQ.g instructi()n,(See B04)
3 (wo/h)
~ (wo/h)
2n2 (wo/h)
IT 2/16 (wo/h)2
Cumulative sum of (cx'q) x
(cy'r) x (cz' s) x (phi)
Cumulative sum of (cy'r) x
(cz's) x (ese) x (ex) + 0.5(ey)}
at center cross section (x = 0)
Cumulative sum of (cy'r) x
(cz's)x (ese) x (ex) + 005(ey»)
at edge cross section (x= + ~ )
/
•Program Language
pyc
pye
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Meaning
Cumulative sum of (cx!q) x (cz's)
x (ese) x [(ey) + 0 0 5 (ex))at cent:er
cross section ( y = 0)
Cumulative sum of (cx'q) x (cz's)
x (ese) x [(ey) + 0.5
cross s~ction (y = +
(ex)Jat edge
b
2)
n
a
b
c
d
2al
2a2
w2cee
ex
ey
gxy
ei
ese
24c
•
phi
See B0203
See B02.3
See B0203
See B0203
See B0203
See B0 203
See B0203
(w2) x (c)
t: x (b/h)2
t. (b/h)2
Y
Yxy (b/h)2
f·~
Es/E
24 x (c)
Numerical value of integrand
of ili, (See Eqo (406))
•..
Program Language
press
fxc
fxe
fyc
fye
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Meaning
q = lateral pressure intensity
Average axial stress in x-
direction at center cross sec-
tion (x = 0)
Average axial stress in x-
direction at edge cross section
b(x = + "2')
Average axial stress in y-
direction at center cross sec-
tion (y = 0)
,Average axial stress in y-
direccion at edge cross section
b(y = + '2 )
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B.4 Discussion
The programs described in the previous sections are
subject to the following limitations.
1. The programs are written for an LGP-30
computer.
2. The programs are written for a square
plate having a grid system with 6 equal-
space intervals in both the x- and y-direc-
tions and 4 equal-space intervals in the
z-direction (thickness).
3. The material should be elastic-perfectly
plastic, such as steel of ASTM designation
A-7.
The instructions related to the iterative processes
must be changed if a different grid system is used. To
use the programs for a strain-hardening material which
has a curved stress-strain diagram, replace the instruc-
tions concerning the computation of Es/E (see sll and
above in the printed-out Program TWO, section B.3.2) by
new instructions. Although these programs can not be
readily modified to solve the problem of rectangular
plates, similar programs can be written using equations
.'
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developed in Chapter 30
The input and output of each program are shown in
the flow diagram for the programs, Figs 0 406 and 4070
Except "type" and "brnch"~ all the input data should be
in the floating point system. For "type" and "brnch" ,
integer inpu~are required. In Program One input for
"maxy" and "max'z" should be slightly larger than the
actual values of maximum y/b and maximum z/h to insure
the proper functioning of the program when y/b and z/h
reach their actual maximum values, since the floating
point operation always involves round=off errors o
The instruction "type" has the following meanings~
"type" = 1: No information concerning the strain
components will be printed o
"type" = 2: Values of "0." and" ei" will be printed
for all grid intersections.
"type" =.3: Values of
'6y (b/h)2,
"n" "f.." "6: (b/h)2"
, J.' X
" Yxy (b/h)2, and "Es/E" will
'.
be printed for all grid intersections ..
The main output, namely "q" and "fxc" and so on, will
be printed whether the "type" is l~ 2, or 30 Approxi-
mately two hours was needed to run a set of ue ' ve~ Wo
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when "type" = 3 was used. For "type" = 2 and "type" = 1
the time needed for each run was reduced to one and one
half hours and one hour and fifteen minutes, respectively 0
The instruction "brnch" has the following meaning:
"brnch" = l~ Start a new run from s9 (statement 9)0
Any of the input data woh, brnch and
type, may be changed from the values
used in the preceding run.
"brnch" = 2: Start a new run from s8. Any of the
input data woh, brnch, type, ue and
ve may be changed.
"brnch" = 3: Start a new run from s70 Any of the
input data, woh, brnch, type, ue, ve
and bh may be changed o
Since the computer will stop at s2l after the comple-
tion of one run, it is necessary to push the start button
in order to start a new run from a pre-assigned state-
ment number in the program according to the 1Dbrnch"
instruction 0
•9. F I "G U RES
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FI G. 2.1 - UNIAXIAL STRESS - STRAIN CURVE
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